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1. Summary
This management plan discusses the Ty Coed smallholding and woodland business at Glyndyfrdwy.
This plan has been written by both myself, Lisa Seiga, and my partner, Tom Fowles, along with ideas
and support from Tao Wimbush from the Lammas Project and various independent professionals as
required.
Our woodland business concerns Coed Hir and Coed Dyfrdwy. Both sites equate to 15 acres and are
part of a 56 acre woodland. Both Coed Hir and Coed Dyfrdwy were purchased in October 2009. Prior
to buying the woodland, Tom ran a successful tree surgery business. However, due to the desire to
live a more sustainable lifestyle he sold his share of the business and we bought the woodland with a
view to setting up a business. Tom spend the first year getting to know the woodland seasons ,
building a barn, work tool shed (permitted development was granted in 2010) and welfare shelter
(caravan), teaching himself the craft of charcoal making and saw milling, looking after chickens and
designing a woodland management plan.
Just after Christmas of that year we decided to go on holiday to Thailand with a view to starting this
new business on our return. Unfortunately, whilst on holiday, we were involved in a serious road
traffic accident. Tom sustained a compound fracture to his tibula and fibula and was in hospital for 1
week in Bangkok before we could return back to the UK. The accident happened on the 12th January
2011 and for the next 22 months, Tom had several scans and another operation therefore the
woodland business was put on hold.
In November 2012, despite the fact that his fracture had not fully healed, Tom decide to resume the
woodland business, at a reduced rate of mobility and productivity. Myself and other members of his
family would drop Tom off at the wood in the morning and he managed to gradually ease his way
back into work (making wooden crafts, logs, milling and charcoal) and sustainable living (rearing
chickens and growing vegetables in the greenhouse and on flat pieces of land in the wood, forging
berries and mushrooms).
In April 2014, the work tool shed and welfare shelter were burgled. All Tom’s chainsaws were stolen.
Initially we removed all small tools and pieces of machinery from the woodland, however the larger
equipment such as the tractor, sawmills and charcoal kiln stood unattended. Good news finally
arrived in August 2014 when Tom was finally given the all clear, his fracture had healed after 3.5
years. Given the burglary and years of low productivity, we decided to move into the welfare shelter
(caravan) for seasonal periods only. By this time, our family had grown and we had a toddler and
baby therefore we modified our welfare shelter into something more home‐like (insulated and
cladded so to blend into the woodland setting).
In October 2014, we purchased Ty Coed (which is adjacent to Pen‐y‐ Allt cottage), a field which is
1.96 acres in size and adjoining the woodland. At the same time we became familiar with One Planet
Development guidelines and started working towards this management plan.
The plan details our achievements, intentions and plans for the Ty Coed smallholding and woodland
business and has been designed to provide a framework against which our sustainable lifestyle
choices can be suitably assessed. It adopts the format as suggested in the One Planet Development
Practice Guidance (TAN6, Oct 2012).
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4. Business and Improvement Plan: Land based activity
Objectives ‐ Food
We are a family of four and we produce a good proportion of our own food on site, purchasing the
remainder of our food locally. We will continue to produce as much of our own food as we can from
the land.

Components ‐ Food
In 2015 (year 2) we produced 17% of our basic food needs from our site. This 17% was achieved
through hunting (squirrel and rabbit), collecting eggs from our hens, growing a wide range of fruit
and vegetables, forging (nettles, berries and nuts), making preserves (jam, jellies and chutney) and
making some alcoholic and non‐alcoholic drinks.
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Vegetables

Table of vegetables grown for home consumption in Year 2
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul
Aug Sep Oct

Nov

Dec

Table of fruit and nuts produced for home consumption in Year 2
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Dec

Broad Bean
Runner
Bean
Beetroot
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Courgette
Cucumber
Herbs
Lettuce
Leeks
Nettles
Onion
Peas
Pepper
Potatoes
Radish
Sweetcorn
Tomatoes
Preserved
Fresh
Harvest
In Store

Fruit&Nuts

Blackberry
Blueberry
Elderflower
Gooseberry
Raspberry
Redcurrent
Rhuburb
Rosehip
Rowan
Sloe Berry
SweetChesnut
Strawberry
Preserved
Fresh
Harvest
In Store
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Table of meat and eggs produced for home consumption in Year 2
Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Jul
Aug Sep Oct
Meat&Eggs Jan

Nov

Dec

Eggs
Geese
Grey
Squirrel
Rabbit
Fresh
Harvest

By year 5 we expect to produce 70% of our basic food needs from site. The remaining 34% will be
purchased using money we earn from our woodland business and various enterprises which we plan
to develop on site.
How basic food needs will be met:
TAN 6 requires that an OPD site should be able to produce at least 30% of our basic food needs
directly from the land. We plan to produce more than 30% of our own food by year 3 and 70% by
year 5. This will be achieved through extending our current outside growing area and building new
infrastructure. Our earth sheltered greenhouse will provide us with an area to continue growing and
producing fresh produce all year round. Our grazing field will be used to rear animals for traction,
meat and milk.
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Table 1b ‐ summary
2015

2018

Annual Total Household Food Value

3902.24

4039.27

Food Purchased

3247.22

1211.90

Food Grown/ harvested on site

655.02

2827.37

In year 2 we produced 17% of our own food.
In year 5 we estimate that we will produce 70% of our own food.

Animals we will rear for meat and milk:
Animals are an essential element of a permaculture design. They not only provide high quality
produce, but they also contribute to the cycling biomass, building soil biota and the overall health of
the site (Seymour 2004).
Pigs
Pigs are an essential part of the permaculture system. They will eat anything, and in their effort to
find food will plough land, clear undergrowth and devour all surpluses (Seymour 2004).
Subsequently, we will buy 4 weaners a year – 2 every 6 months. We will rear for approximately 6
months when they will be killed and butchered for meat. We will then replace with another 2 and
follow a 6 month cycle. We will feed our pigs produce from the garden as well as scraps and some
protein supplements. We will allow our pigs to roam in our garden and terraces after harvest to help
clear undergrowth and plough the area. They will be housed in their own area, however they will be
moved around at various points throughout their lifespan.
Goat
We will keep a milking goat in our grazing area. The area is currently enclosed with stock fencing and
we plan to plant a hedge alongside, which will supplement the goat’s diet with nutritious shrubs. We
also plan to tether the goat around our 15 acre woodland as this way it will have a year round access
to a wide diversity of forage, therefore keeping it in excellent health, reducing feeding costs giving
consistent milk yields. In winter months, we will also supply the goat’s diet with a goat concentrate
mix. 1 goat will produce approximately 2 pints of milk per day. If this is not sufficient for our needs
we will buy another milking goat.
Chickens
We will keep approximately 18 chickens and 1 cockerel (currently have 10 chickens and 1 cockerel).
12 chickens will be layers and 6 will be table birds. The chickens will be kept in a coop until midday to
ensure they lay in the coop and not in the woodland (previously I have found dozens of eggs
scattered throughout the wood). After midday they will be allowed to forage in the woodland. In the
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summer months they will get most of their food from foraging in the wood. In the winter they will be
provided with chicken feed. Due to woodland foraging the coop will be in Coed Dyfrdwy.
Geese and Ducks
We currently have 2 female geese who roam in Coed Dyfrdwy. The geese will provide us with some
meat (currently they are not producing eggs). If our application is granted then we plan to keep the
geese in the orchard areas to keep down the grass.
We also plan to keep ducks in our allotment area as they are natural deterrents for pests as well as
keeping the slugs at bay. Subsequently, we will create a house and small pond for these birds and
they will also provide additional eggs for us.
The reason we have not already placed any poultry in the Ty Coed field is because we relocated our
chickens up to the field when we first purchased the land and after a couple of days and despite
being in a secure coup they were killed by a predator. As a result we do not want to take any further
chances therefore have decided not to place these birds in the allotment area until there is more
daily presence in that area.
Lambs
We are frequently offered molly lambs by local farmer friends – we plan to raise a couple of molly
lambs a year, grazing them off the surplus of summer grass.
Bees
We are aware of the threat that bees are under due to intensive farming and associated habitat
forage degradation, pesticide use etc. To help protect these insects as well as encourage the
pollination of our fruit trees and garden crops which in turn will supply us with honey, we are going
to site 2 bee hives near our orchard and garden area. In time we will also site another 2 hives in the
orchard area in Coed Dyfrdwy.
Working animals
We also have a working horse named Beatrice. When not working and in the lighter months she rests
and grazes in the grazing area. Our neighbour’s horse also grazes in this space. After working Beatrice
is provided with some vegetables and horse nuts as a reward. In the winter months, Beatrice is
provided with hay. We buy 10 bales for the winter months.
Domestic animals
Dog and cat (to help keep the mice at bay).
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Land Based Activity Criteria – Food
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The minimum food needs of all households are met from produce grown and /or reared on
the site or purchased using income derived from other products grown and reared on the
site.
o Our minimum food needs (65% of our household food value) will be met from a
combination of produce from the site including fruit, vegetables, meat, eggs, milk,
preserves and some alcohol with the remainder being purchased using income from our
land‐based enterprises1.

Land Based Activity Monitoring – Food
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That the minimum food needs (at least 65%) of all occupants are met from produce
grown and reared on the site or purchased using income derived from other products grown
and reared on the site.
Indicators: Annual reporting of food production consumed by household.
Annual reporting of spend on other food.
Method: The annual monitoring report will provide an updated table 1, detailing the food we
produce from the land and the food we purchase.

23

1

See table 1
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Components: Products/Income
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Business Plan
Our primary business is to produce the maximum yield of timber and turn it into woodland produce in
a manner that will enhance biodiversity and promote long‐term sustainable management of the
woodland.
Aims:







To continue a sustainable production of milled timber, logs, charcoal, furniture, crafts and
chainsaw sculptures.
To develop a tree nursery from seeds found in the woodland.
To promote low impact living.
To continue marketing non timber products like eggs and develop new markets for non
timber products like honey, preserves and fruit and vegetables (organic food boxes).
To develop Ecotherapy in the woodland (to help people overcome difficulties in a natural,
peaceful environment – promoting mindfulness and contact with nature).
To develop and provide training in traditional woodland management and working horse
handling.

Objectives and time frames:












To begin extraction of western hemlock in Coed Hir and replace with broadleaf for coppicing
purposes (If OPD is granted).
To turn timber into products: Milled timber, logs, charcoal, furniture, crafts and chainsaw
sculptures (Ongoing).
To continue thinning and single tree selection of Coed Dyfrdwy and turn timber into products
(Ongoing).
To collect some seed fall and harvest in a tree nursery (Ongoing).
To continue selling milled waste products such as sawdust at gate shop and to family and
friends (Ongoing).
To continue selling horse manure at gate shop and to family and friends as a fertilizer for
garden/allotment (Ongoing).
To continue selling eggs in Lisa’s place of work and at gate shop (Ongoing).
To sell any surplus fruit and vegetables to the local community and deliver by horse and cart
(If OPD is granted and once site has become established).
To start keeping bees and sell excess honey to the local community during local markets and
fairs (If OPD is granted).
To help people reconnect to rural skills and management by providing a range of courses in
traditional woodland management and working horse handling (If OPD is granted and once
site has become established).
To develop Ecotherapy within the woodland (If OPD is granted and once site has become
established).
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Current Products
Milled timber: We currently own 3 sawmills: Alaskan sawmill is a hand held device which fits to a
chainsaw and can be carried to any tree in any terrain. This mill can also be used in customer joinery:
Lucas mill circular saw swing blade mill which is a clasp able unit therefore does not take up space
when not in use. This mill can convert any size timber into section planks and beams: Norwood
Lumber Mate 34 pro bandsaw mill, this sawmill is statically positioned under a shelter in a small
clearing in Coed Dyfrdwy. This mill can cut timber up to 28inches in diameter and 17 foot long. The
timber used for milled products is predominantly from our woodland, with the logs coming
predominantly from the surrounding woodland (Tom’s manages some of the other woodland plots
on the 56 acre site). The Price of milled timber varies depending on species and finish.
Logs: Logs are split using a log splitter which is powered by a tractor. A pick up truck (Land Rover) of
hard wood costs £120 or soft wood £80. Netted bags are sold for £3.50 at the gate shop.
Charcoal: We own a charcoal kiln which is 7 foot in diameter. Our charcoal is made from soft wood –
western hemlock and mill waste. From the beginning of a burn through to the end of the cooling
process takes approximately 48 hours. For health and safety reasons Tom is on site during the whole
process. We sell bags of charcoal (approximately 10kg) from the gate shop for £3.50 and local
businesses for £2.50. Considering the quality of the charcoal and the fact that it is sourced from local
timber we appreciate that it is very cheap and hope to increase this to £4/ £3 (respectively) in
forthcoming years. Local businesses retail our charcoal at £5.00 per bag. Feedback regarding this
product has been excellent and demand is high.
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Sheds: From milled timber Tom has made a number of bespoke garden sheds and a round wood log
storage shed. Tom will travel to the site with our products and make the shed over a number of days.
Depending on size, price varies but so far the cheapest has been £600 with the most expensive being
£1200. As you can see from the picture a grass roof was placed on the round wood log storage shed
after Tom discussed the ecological benefits of this finish to the customer. He also littered the roof
with wild flower seeds. Thus, promoting our belief in permaculture.

Shepherds Huts: Additionally, we were also given an old trailer‐base from a 4 berth tourer caravan
for our scrap metal pile and Tom decided to use our milled timber products and turn it into a
shepherd’s hut. This sold immediately for £3500. It is easy enough to pick up caravan bases for free.
We intend to make one of these every year now.

Crafts/chainsaw sculptures: Products include chainsaw carving such as mushrooms which retail for
between £5 ‐ £35, walking sticks £5 ‐ £20, and chairs/tables £20 ‐ £200. Currently the production of
these products is small scale, however we own a lathe and since this work is light, this is an activity
Tom anticipates increasing in the forthcoming years. Also if OPD is granted we would like to convert
our caravan into a wood work space so we can produce larger pieces of furniture and work can be
carried out during cold, rainy, winter days. A small workshop will also be placed at the back of house
so we can store, for safety reasons, larger pieces of equipment.
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We feel the management of our woodland is very efficient. For example, mill waste is used for
charcoal or logs to heat our home or to sell. Sawdust is used in the compost toilet, sold at the shop
gate or used as bedding for our animals. Whilst waste from the charcoal kiln (biochar) is used as a soil
amendment in our allotment. Thus, demonstrating that through the principles of permaculture we
are maximising our profit as there is no waste.
Eggs: We also sell surplus eggs in Lisa’s place of work and at the gate shop at a rate of 6 for £1.50. We
recycle egg boxes for this.
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Timber Sourcing:
The availability of on‐site timber is recognised as a limiting factor. Currently some of the timber we
have used (particularly for the logs) has been sourced from the adjacent woodlands on the 56 acre
site.6 Tom has helped to clear fell sections and as payment received the timber (as a thank you we
regularly share our equipment with other woodland owners on the site). We recognise that whilst
our woodland is very productive (currently producing approximately 60 to 72 cubic meters of timber
a year)7, value added products offer a far better income (relative to labour inputs) for us.
Subsequently, having developed prototypes for making sheds/shepherds huts we plan to focus more
on this side of the business rather than milled timber. This wood will be predominantly taken from
Coed Dyfrdwy through thinning and single tree selection. From Coed Hir, once the soft wood has
been extracted and the wood has been coppiced, we will continue to make charcoal, logs and crafts
(for the latter, the wood will be stored for 12‐24 months in the workshop). Whilst our focus will be
primarily on developing our own woodlands productivity, Tom will continue to do some work using
timber from other woodlands part‐time.

6

Approximately 30% of milled timber products are from timber sourced off site, approximately 90% of logs
are from timber sourced off site, and approximately 25% of Charcoal is from timber sourced off site. The other
value‐added product streams are all sourced exclusively from site. (Off site referring to timber not felled from
Coed Hir or Coed Dyfrdwy
7
Based on 6 Hectares of woodland with an estimated yield class 10 – 12. This figure is the growth rate and
does not include the timber capital inherent in the standing trees.
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Marketing and advertising:
Milled timber, logs and furniture: We designed postcards selling our products and delivered them
door to door to houses and businesses in a 6 mile radius of the woodland. The majority of our
customers for milled timber and logs are from this advertising. Tom was born and raised in the next
town from here therefore many of our customers are also friends, family and associates. Other
outlets for milled timber and logs are through the internet (ebay) as well as advertising in local
newsletters. Luckily the same customers return year after year to buy our logs. The majority of our
sheds are a result of word of mouth and ebay, whilst small crafts are sold at car boots and markets
and fairs.
Charcoal is sold from our shop gate as well as from a number of local businesses. These businesses
include: Watkins and Williams (DIY store in Llangollen), Bates and Hunter (Local petrol station in
Glyndyfrdwy), Stan’s (Petrol station in Llangollen), Abbey Farm Campsite (Llangollen) and Bargain
Booze (Convenience store in Corwen). In the forthcoming years we hope to expand the sale of our
charcoal and supply more outlets, though we expect the proportion of charcoal from our own
woodland to decrease over time.
We are going to expand our advertising by setting up a website dedicated to our woodland business.
Products, benefits of low impact living, training and educational courses will also be advertised on
this site.
Ecotherapy / counselling sessions will be advertised on the BACP (British Association of Counselling
and Psychotherapy) website as well as on a bespoke website advertising my services.

Future direction
Currently I spend most of my time in the fruit and vegetable areas overseeing their growth, however
if the application is successful , I will initially reduce my off‐site working hours (from 4 days to 2 days)
and play a greater part in growing food and helping Tom with our woodland business. Once the site is
established, I will stop leaving the site for paid work and focus on developing Ecotherapy and
training/educational courses.
Land‐based Surplus
If OPD is granted and once the fruit and vegetables areas are established we expect to have a surplus
of produce which we can sell to the local community. We hope to sell any surplus fruit and
vegetables to local shops.
Preserves: We already forage blackberries and turn it into jam for our family and as gifts, however
once our soft fruit garden is established we hope to sell surplus preserves at a cost of £1.50 per jar.
Bees: We plan to keep 2 bee hives. We estimate that a healthy hive will produce between 20‐40lb so
will keep a family in honey all year with a surplus to sell or give as presents. We would sell a jar of
honey for £4.50. Surplus beeswax as a by‐product will be used to make furniture polish. (Once
established we will place another 2 hives in Coed Dyfrdwy next to the orchard).
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Ecotherapy
Based on my experience and qualifications, I will offer nature‐based counselling from the site. The
evidence base for the benefits of such an approach are well documented8.
The natural world is in a constant process of fluid change, just as our lives are. In our industrialised
society we have become increasingly alienated from the natural world; coming to see nature as
something "out there", and ourselves as separate and different from the natural world. Being in
nature is beneficial to our emotional wellbeing, having a soothing effect on our beings.
Not only does nature have the capacity to soothe us, but it can facilitate a capacity to reflect more
deeply on ourselves and our lives ‐ a necessary component of any successful psychotherapeutic
intervention.
Nature‐based therapy may involve seating and/or walking in nature, utilizing the soothing, healing
and the reflective space that nature facilitates while talking and working through personal difficulties
with a counsellor. There is something in the natural rhythm of walking in peaceful, beautiful
surroundings that aids the working through and resolving of personal difficulties.
In addition the natural world is a rich source of metaphor. Humans have been comparing themselves
and their lives to other living beings and processes in nature for thousands of years as a way to self‐
understanding and transformation. We see ourselves reflected in the qualities of plants, animals and
the elements of nature, and the complex symbiosis of a holistic ecology can lead to an insight and
understanding that would not otherwise be available.
I have been counselling for many years and feel that the next step for myself and my clients is to
include the natural world as an active participant in the therapy process. I will charge £40 per hour.

Training and education
We plan to provide training in traditional woodland management and working horse handling as well
as encourage and promote low impact living.
Here is an outline example of the kind of courses we intend to run:
Traditional Woodland Management
This 2 day course will show people how to take a neglected broad‐leaf woodland and
transform it into a productive coppice with wildlife benefits. We will demonstrate how to cut a
coppice plot safely using appropriate hand tools, as well as learning to identify different tree
species and understand their value. It will include an introduction to green woodworking and
making coppice products.
Working with Heavy Horses in the Woods
This 2 day course will introduce people to the art of working woodland with heavy horses. It
will include the many aspects of horse management and training, along with harness

8

‘Nature and therapy: understanding counselling and psychotherapy in outdoor spaces’ by Martin Jordan
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equipment and the use of log arches to move timber. It will include an introduction to
traditional woodland management.
Charcoal Making
1 day/night course showing people how to produce traditional lump wood charcoal. This will
include emptying and grading of charcoal as well as lighting and burning.
We will take between 4 and 8 participants for the course and will charge £170 per person. It will run
from 10am – 4pm each day, include lunch made from the land, and people will have the option of
camping with us or staying locally.

Conclusion
There is sufficient timber from our woodlands to enable us to support ourselves from land‐based
produce. As time goes on we expect new markets to emerge and as a small flexible business we
anticipate being able to respond to opportunities as they arise. Equally we anticipate being able to
create our own markets for our products. In essence we have the land‐resource base, the skills and
motivation, the equipment and the experience to be wholly confident in our ability to meet more
than our household minimum income requirements from woodland work alone.
Additionally, we expect to utilise other land based income streams to compliment the primary
activity of sensitively managing woodland and making woodland produce ‐ including income from
electricity generation, Ecotherapy sessions, training/educational courses, and surplus from our fruit
and vegetable garden (including jam, chutneys and honey).
Point 3.29 of the practice guidance requires ‘a simple balance sheet demonstrating how sufficient
income will be generated to meet the basic income needs of all occcupants.’
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Land Based Activity Criteria – Income
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The basic domestic needs of all households are met from income derived from produce
grown and reared on the site, including processing and adding value, and other income
streams derived from the productive and regenerative capacity of the site, such as from
training and education courses, or consultancy directly linked to land based activities on the
site. These latter activities should be clearly subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and
rearing produce.
o The household minimum income requirement is defined in table 2. The business plans
describe how we are currently meeting this income requirement, and how other land‐
based income streams will compliment this arrangement in the future.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
b) The land based enterprise provides food and other products to local markets, reducing local
footprints.
o We currently supply local markets with all woodland produce including logs, charcoal and
crafts and hope to supply foods such as preserves, chutneys and surplus organic fruit and
vegetables to local markets in the future.
c) Facilities for processing produce are made available to other local producers.
o Both sawmills and the charcoal kiln are available for other woodland owners or
neighbours.
d) Training / courses / consultancy are offered as components of the land based enterprise to
share best practice of One Planet Development.
o Educational/ consultancy services will be provided once the infrastructure is in place.

Land Based Activity Monitoring – Income
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That the minimum income needs of all occupants are met from income derived
from land use activities on the site.
Indicator: Annual household income and costs reporting.
Method: The annual monitoring report will contain an updated table which defines our
minimum income needs. It will also contain basic accounts from our land‐based
enterprises along with an updated table 2 that summarises how we are meeting our
minimum income requirement from land‐based activity.
o Target: That income derived from other land based enterprises such as training and
education courses, or consultancy remain subsidiary to the primary activity of growing
and rearing produce.
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Indicator: Annual reporting on the total value of produce grown and reared on the site
compared with income derived from other land based enterprises.
Method: The annual monitoring report will detail the respective land‐based income
streams demonstrating that our ‘other’ land‐based income streams remain subsidiary to
the primary activity of growing and rearing produce.
Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
o Target: That the land based enterprise provides food and other products to local markets,
reducing other local footprints.
Indicator: Annual reporting of sale volumes and market areas by each on‐site enterprise.
Method: The annual monitoring report will contain basic land‐based business accounts
(detailing sales volumes and market areas) that demonstrate that we are providing
woodland products to local markets.
o Target: That facilities for processing produce are made available to other local producers
Indicator: Annual reporting on use of processing facilities by others.
Method: Our annual monitoring report will include details of processing facilities used by
family, friends and neighbours.
o Target: That training / courses / consultancy, as components of the land based enterprise,
share best practice in sustainable land based activities with the wider community.
Indicator: Annual reporting on training and consultancy activities.
Method: Our annual monitoring report will include details of any land‐based enterprises
that involve training/ courses/ consultancy.
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Land‐Based Activity – Occupants
Objectives ‐ Occupants
The holding has been designed by both Tom and I for our family. The inputs required to run the
holding are based on what we can manage, and the outputs from the holding have been designed to
support our family needs. Our objective is to maintain this balance between inputs and outputs such
that we can continue to support ourselves from the land.

Components ‐ Occupants
We are able to run the business and smallholding effectively without additional labour inputs. We
have been able to fund the development (and will continue to do so) from our earnings and savings.
In 2015 the estimated hours worked on the holding were as below:
Table 4a: Tom’s land‐based labour:
Description
Hours/ year
Woodland Management (including cutting wood 960
for woodcraft and fuel)
Shed making/ crafts
480
Woodcraft Marketing/ Admin
40
Gardening
200
Livestock
240
House maintenance/ development
104
Total
2064
House development is zero at the moment but that will take a large proportion of time if we get the
chance the build. I will take over more of the livestock and gardening when I have time. I will also
help with the wood management.
It is expected that by 2018 the house maintenance/ development labour figures will increase to 1200
hours/ year and the gardening/ livestock reduced to 40 hours/ year respectively.
Table 4b: Lisa’s land‐based labour:
Description
House maintenance/ development
Livestock
Horticulture
Woodland management and production
Total

Hours/ year
104
80
80
40
304

It is expected that by 2018 I will be putting in approximately 400 hours / year into house building, an
extra 240 hours a year into gardening, an extra 200 hours / year into the livestock, an extra 120
hours/ year into Ecotherapy, and an extra 240 hours/ year into woodland management and
production.
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Land Based Activity Criteria – Occupants
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The number of occupants is directly related to the ability of the site to support their minimum
food and income needs and the number of people needed to run the site effectively.
o We are two adults and two children and we expect to support our minimum food and
income needs without additional labour inputs.

Land Based Activity Monitoring – Occupants
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That the number of occupants is directly related to the ability of the site to
support their minimum food and income needs and the number of people needed to run
the site effectively.
Indicator: Annual reporting on number of occupants by household and their roles on site.
Method: The annual monitoring report will detail the number of adults and dependents
living on the holding and our respective roles within the project.
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5. Land Management
Objectives
Our approach to both lifestyle and land management is to design functional ecosystems that are both
sustainable and direct benefit to humans. Our aim is to find a balance between meeting our human
needs (food, fuel, shelter, water etc) and creating environmental benefit through improved soil, plant
health and biodiversity.
The plan for land management has been formulated following a period of observation and
interaction. It is very important for us to work the land sensitively. Consequently our decisions
around land management have taken into consideration the natural ecologies and tendencies
already present in the landscape.
Components:
We have commissioned a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal Report (see appendix), which identifies all
the features of conservation value and makes recommendations for improving ecology across the
site. The report is integrated into the following discussion on land management. Direct quotations
from the report are highlighted in green.
Aerial picture of site

The site has been separated into 3 sections, two of which are woodlands (Coed Dyfrdwy to the South
and Coed Hir to the North), with the third (Ty Coed ‐ Pen Y Allt field) an open area between the two
woodlands. Each site will be discussed individually.
Location Plan 1
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Ty Coed (described as Pen‐y‐Allt field in the ecology report):

In October 2014, we bought Ty Coed (Pen y Allt field), which is just under 2 acres and is adjacent to
our woodland. Our intention is to build our house and greenhouse on this site as well as keep our
animals and grow our fruit and vegetables (above picture details our plans).
Grass Management:
The field had not been used for agricultural purposes for over 25 years. As a result it was overgrown
with bracken, brambles, nettles, brier and blackthorn. We therefore had to spend time cleaning the
land back to bare ground and replace any insecure fencing. This was achieved through cutting,
crushing, burning, raking and harrowing with our horse. Since bracken is an aggressive fern which
spreads rapidly during the summer months, this process had to be repeated on a weekly basis.
Benefits of removing bracken ‐ Removing bracken helps to improve bird, insect and wild‐life foraging
as well as allows more grass to grow for grazing. Physical control of bracken was favoured over
chemical control as it is natural process, lower in cost and does not cause damage to wild‐life and
non‐target plant species. The removal of the bracken has meant our horse (and future animals) can
graze this area. The biodiversity report states that the bracken clearance at Pen‐y‐Allt is already
encouraging the re‐establishment of grassland and wildflowers, and this in turn has attracted several
species of butterflies, including a Wall, a rapidly declining species across the UK. Following the
recommendations of the report, we will purchase Wall caterpillar food plants such as Cocksfoot,
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Yorkshire Fog, Wavy Hair‐grass, Common Bent and Wood False Brome and sow these seeds amongst
the existing species, to encourage the site to become a regular site for the butterfly.
Benefits of harrowing ‐ Harrowing aerates the soil by removing dead grass and moss, which in turn,
allows water and nutrients down into the soil to enable new grass growth. It is therefore essential for
encouraging good re‐growth and reducing parasites on grazed land. Consequently, during the
summer months we harrowed our field several times. We are aware of the annual struggle we face
with bracken and good grass management and suspect we will continue this process for the next 3 /
4 years.
Rotational Grazing:
In order to further improve the condition of our grass we also practise rotational grazing. We move
our horse and our friend’s horse (who also grazes on our field), to our friend’s field and then back
again. This system is repeated every fortnight or so through the summer. This allows time for the
grass to grow as well as the diversity of species to increase. We will also keep our lambs and goat in
this grazing area. They too will be part of the rotational system. At times the goat will be tethered in
the woodland (which will provide it access to woodland shrubs), whilst the lambs will be allowed to
roam freely throughout the wood and neighbours garden (currently the horses graze their grass, our
neighbour say it’s cheaper than a lawnmower!).
Hedgerows:
The site is currently fenced with stock fencing, however we plan to plant hedges alongside these
fences. By planting hedges we will protect our grass from neighbouring sheep entering to graze, but
will also provide a valuable habitat and shelterbelt for insects, birds and small animals. Additionally,
the hedgerow will also provide a food source of berries, nuts, nectar and pollen. Thus, improving the
ecological value of the site. Hedgerows will be managed in a traditional way and a mix of native and
cultivar species will be used for planting.
Allotment Area and soil improvement:
For the allotment area we have again used stock fencing as it was cheap and quick to erect, but will
plant blackberry cultivar bushes alongside (including Tayberry). Cultivated brambles provide a heavy
crop of bigger, sweeter blackberries as well as making a good prickly hedge. The allotment area is
divided into different sections which will be discussed below.
Large allotment area ‐ soil from this area was tested by James Hutton Limited (see appendix) and
analysis showed a soil ph balance of 5.25, which means the soil is acidic. Due to the condition of the
soil and the growth of bracken, we are initially focusing heavily on growing potatoes in this area as an
aid to controlling the bracken. Potatoes like acidic soil and they are good for clearing new ground.
Prior to planting the potatoes we rotivated the area and placed manure from our horse in the ridges.
After harvest we spread a layer of mulch over the soil to serve as a ground cover and to add valuable
nutrients to the soil. For mulch we use leaves from the deciduous areas of the woodland along with
non‐invasive plants that have been pulled up whilst weeding (mulch is spread over all growing sites).
In future years our pigs will clear up any surplus potatoes as well as rotivate the land. The 4 year crop
rotation system will help to prevent disease, maximise soil fertility and plant health. In order to
increase ph balance we will regularly add lime.
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Small allotment area ‐ this area is on a slope therefore difficult to manage. We have planted some
blueberry bushes as they thrive in acidic soil conditions but we also plan to terrace this area (long
term).
Terraces ‐ the ground where the terraces have been made is stony and hard therefore in terrace 1
and 3 we have built raised beds. The raised beds have been edged using milled timber which has
been sourced from the woodland. A membrane has been placed on the ground to prevent weeds
from entering. We then filled the beds with biochar, compost (made on site and sourced for free
from local tip) and manure. This process is also applied to the beds in the greenhouse and will be
applied to the glasshouse when erected. In terrace 2 and on the surrounding slopes, we have planted
soft fruit bushes which include cherries, raspberries, strawberries, gooseberries, redcurrents and
blueberries.
Orchard ‐ we have begun to plant this area with apple and plum trees. We also plan to plant another
orchard in Coed Dyfrdwy. Mulch from woodland leaf litter has been placed at the base of the fruit
trees and bushes as this acts as an organic fertilizer and will encourage growth. We hope to make
some juices and cider from the apples once they have matured.
Small woodland ‐ the small semi‐natural broadleaved woodland on Pen‐y‐Allt field will remain
untouched.
Fertilizer ‐ the land is managed through employing organic techniques. We use a liquid fertilizer that
we make ourselves to feed our plants and vegetables. We place freshly cut stinging nettles in water
cold water for one day. Large amounts of nitrogen are released and the water becomes a good
fertiliser, strengthening the plant (Holzer 2004). Horse and sheep manure is also left in a bucket of
water and left to rot, this again is a great fertiliser.
Dwelling ‐ the dwelling will be constructed sympathetically and sustainably from forest products
originating mostly from the site (straw bale/timber framed), whilst it will be heated by wood sourced
through rotational coppice. The site of the building has been chosen for a number of reasons. Firstly,
it is the flattest portion of the field, which will mean a proportionally lower environmental impact
during erection. Secondly, it has an uninterrupted south‐facing aspect, allowing for the greatest solar
gain and therefore the greatest potential performance in terms of fuel efficiency. Thirdly, we will
harvest our own rainwater and use a reed bed system to process the grey water. Our dwelling has
been positioned higher than our allotment and greenhouse to allow gravity fed water from the reed
bed into this area. The construction of a wetland to process grey water will also improve biodiversity.
Earth sheltered greenhouse ‐ this will be constructed using earth bags and a glazed roof. This will be
positioned in this area as it will receive the greatest amount of sunlight throughout the day and be
close to the reed bed system.
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Management plan of woodland:
The management plan aims to bring together silvicultural systems as well as environmental and
social factors into a comprehensive plan that hopes to deliver long term benefits through sustainable
woodland management.
Objectives:
Resource

Objective

Indicator of objective
being met

Timber

To produce the maximum
yield of timber within the
limits imposed by the site
and environment

Timber is turned into
milled timber (planks,
beams, fence posts), logs,
charcoal, crafts and
furniture
Non‐native trees to be
felled and replanted with
native species
Revenue from timber is
gained every year from
plan and exceeds costs
Ever green hemlock to be
harvested and
broadleaves to be planted
Old/veteran trees to be
protected
Stream/pond to be
protected by riparian
woodland
The special qualities of the
landscape to be protected
and enhanced
To improve the visual
impact of the landscape

Financial

To support the restoration
of the semi‐natural
woodland status
To maintain a positive
cash flow

Biodiversity

To promote and enhance
the long‐term
sustainability of woodland
habitat

Landscape

To ensure that the
character of the landscape
is reflected in the
woodland design and
layout
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Coed Dyfrdwy:

Location reference SJ 157 436. Coed Dyfrdwy is located in agricultural land with adjacent woodlands.
There is a public road minor highway at the bottom of the site with agricultural land on the opposite
side of the road. Coed Dyfrdwy is south facing.
Historically Coed Dyfrdwy was ancient woodland. In the 1960’s the middle and top section of the site
was felled and replanted with a coniferous plantation including Japanese Larch, Scots Pine, Black Pine
and Norwegian Spruce. The lower section was not felled and remains a semi‐natural broadleaved
woodland with mature and semi mature Oaks. Throughout the site the odd mature Ash, Silver Birch,
Sweet Chestnut, Sycamore and Willow have also become established.
The woodland floor is covered with vegetation such as brambles and ferns. Brambles are an excellent
food source for butterflies, bees, birds and small mammals. Deadwood has been left on the
woodland floor as it is an extremely useful habitat for a large range of wildlife including bats, fungi,
lichens and mosses. Dying trees that do not pose a danger are left to stand again as habitat and a
food source for wildlife. For example, ivy provides nest sites, winter shelter and food for birds and
nests. Coed Dyfrdwy is alive with wildlife sound and activity however to encourage more wildlife, we
have added nest boxes for birds, raptors for owls, bats and dormice.
The main objective with Coed Dyfrdwy is the removal of Larch and Pine and replace with broadleaf.
This gradual restructuring will be achieved through thinning and single tree selection – as and when
needed for milling purposes and to reduce the visual impact on the landscape. The maintenance of
the woodland is aimed at increasing biodiversity therefore all tree/shrub removal or any other works
will not be carried out during the nesting season (March‐August). In addition, careful inspection of
the trees will be carried out immediately prior to ensure no nesting birds are present. This process of
extraction will allow more sunlight to the woodland floor where needed and encourage more plants
and shrubs as food sources for wildlife as well as allowing more space for the remaining trees to
grow. The biodiversity report states that the site has some value to foraging bats, however this will
only be enhanced by the proposed works, and the thinning of the woodland will allow more ground
flora to become established, thus attracting invertebrates and increasing bat foraging opportunities.
Extraction of timber is through chainsaw, horse logging, winch and tractor. The Larch is
predominately turned into milled timber. Sawdust waste from the milled timber is used in the
compost toilet as well as for bedding in the animal areas. Mill waste is also used for charcoal.
In the north section of Coed Dyfrdwy, there are a number of windblown Pines. The surface geology in
this area is rocky therefore the rooting depth is swallow leaving these trees vulnerable to strong
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winds. Again we expect to extract desirable windblown trees for processing and replant. Other
constraints we are conscious of is the Larch disease – if there was evidence of this disease we would
clear fell and replant. We plan to replant using trees that we have cultivated from seed as well as
trees that have grown from seed fall. The replanting will diversity the tree canopy, and as this will be
carried out in rotation, there will be a wide age range of tree growth and form, thereby catering for a
wealth of different species at different stages of their life cycles. Many trees will also be left to reach
full maturity and will shape the future appearance of the woodlands. Animal groups expected to
increase include invertebrates, small mammals and birds.
In the middle section of this site, along the track, we have made two small clearings. The first clearing
is for our welfare shelter and barn and the second is a work area which houses the mill. The edge of
the track is filled with milled timber stacked and drying. In areas where we have cut into the bank we
have laid grass seed and wildflowers. At the west end of the track we are proposing to build a stable
to house our horse during the winter months.
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Coed Hir:

Location –OS landranger: OS no 125, Grid Reference: SJ 157 436. Coed Hir is surrounded by farmland
and other private woodland on all sides. The southern boundary is formed by a small stream. The
other boundaries adjoin farm land and a wide track ‐ these are all fenced. All boundaries are marked
in orange paint on trees and posts.
The most dominant tree species in Coed Hir is the Evergreen Western Hemlock with a few smaller
established broadleaved species such as Hazel, Sycamore and Silver Birch. The land is generally fairly
sloping from the west edge down to the east edge boundary at the southern end of the woodland.
There is also a small pond in the south eastern corner which we created as a wildlife feature and for
drainage purposes. The biodiversity report states that the small pond has limited potential for reptiles
and amphibians. Thus to improve the opportunities for wildlife, native emergent plants will be
established around the edges.
Historically the site was ancient woodland and replanted with softwood in the 1950s/60s. The main
Hemlock at Coed Hir has reached an age when harvesting operations are due therefore our main
objective with this site is to harvest the Hemlock and replace it with broadleaf. This site will be our
main cash crop and once felled we plan to turn the wood into milled timber, logs, charcoal and round
wood building stock. The extraction of timber is again through chainsaw, horse logging, winch and
tractor.
The harvest of this site will be over a period of 7‐10 years, with an aim to harvest 1 acre every year
and replant with a range of broadleaf species for coppicing purposes. The site will then be managed
as a coppice wood with rotation being every 7‐10 years therefore achieving an annual flow of cash.
Coppicing will take place during the winter, leaving time for woodwork and crafts in the warmer
seasons.
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As you can see from the picture, the management of Coed Hir has been poor and the woodland is
now dense and lifeless. It lacks open canopy and sunlight to the floor therefore flora and fauna
cannot thrive. Through harvesting this site the canopy structure will change with more sunlight
reaching the floor. Subsequently, we hope this will encourage the development and long‐term
sustainability of woodland habitat. Thus, making a significant contribution to the conservation of
biodiversity and improving the visual impact of the landscape. The establishment of a coppice regime
will benefit a wide range of plants and animals, with seeds of the former expected to be in the soil
and waiting for the opportunity to germinate when light levels are restored by removal of the dense
conifers.
Possible constraints to this plan would again be damage to the wood by high winds or pest/disease
outbreak. Windblow trees will be turned into products, whilst we will try to protect our coppice trees
against pests through the use of a tree shelter. We hope to keep the circumference of the tree weed
free by using mulch made from well rotten bark.
As with Coed Dyfrdwy, we hope to replant using trees that we have cultivated from seed as well as
trees that have grown from seed fall.
Trees we plan to use to replant for coppicing / products:
Species
Alder
Ash

Birch
Oak
Sweet Chestnut

Product
Logs
Charcoal
Logs
Building Products
Crafts – Tool Handles
Logs
Sap Wine
Excellent for all products
Building products
Logs
Charcoal

Cultivation value
Seeds eaten by birds
Food plant for privet hawk
moth
Excellent for moths and
seeds eaten by many birds
The best of all trees for
wildlife
Nuts for both human and
animal consumption

The biodiversity report states that in its current condition the site was only of limited value to wildlife.
The woodlands contained only a small range of species, with forbs scarce throughout, whilst the
grassland was yet to become established, although some wildflowers had begun to appear.
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As a result of this: The proposed development is considered to have no detrimental impact on the
protected species of designated sites in the area, as the works are aimed at enhancing the
biodiversity and landscape, whilst the new dwelling will be constructed sympathetically and
sustainably from forest products.
Since our objective is to increase biodiversity, any earthworks carried out will adhere to the
suggestions made by the report‐please see appendix. Below are possible impacts of proposed works
and recommendations for enhancement that has not been mentioned in the above discussion.
Possible impacts of proposed works:


Work should not be carried out within a minimum of 5.0 metres of any in‐use nest, although
this distance could be more depending on the sensitivity of the species.



At all times care will be taken when carrying out earthworks, as small mammals and common
amphibians could be present. Any small mammals disturbed or uncovered will either be
caught by hand and relocated to a safe area, or left to vacate the work site in their own time.



If excavations are to be undertaken, it should be noted that open trenches could potentially
trap wildlife, especially if these fill up with water. Escape routes should therefore be provided
if trenches cannot be infilled immediately. These can be in the form of branches or boards
placed on the bottom of the trench, with their upper ends above ground level and touching
the sides, or sloping ends left in trenches.

Recommendations for enhancement:


The site overall had some value to foraging bats, as the trees provided good cover. However,
this will only be enhanced by the proposed works, and the thinning of the conifer woodland
will allow more ground flora to become established, thus attracting invertebrates and
increasing bat foraging opportunities.



Furthermore, the replanting of the northern strip in Coed Dyfrdwy with broadleaved species
will increase the amount of suitable cover, and ultimately the trees will develop features
which can be utilised by bats as roosting and hibernation sites.



In the meantime, bird and bat boxes of various sizes and types can be made from the timber
extracted from the woodland, and these can be erected around the site.

Land Management Criteria
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) All existing semi‐natural and other important habitats on the site are conserved and
enhanced through appropriate traditional management.
o We have identified all semi natural and important habitats on the site (the most
notable being the broadleaved woodland) and have an active management approach
that conserves and enhances them.
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b) All cultural heritage features (e.g archaeology) on the site are conserved and enhanced
through appropriate management.
o There are no cultural heritage features on the site.
c) The landscape of the site is enhanced by the addition and traditional management of
characteristic or once characteristic local landscape features that, amongst other things, may
be used to screen and filter views to built elements of the proposals and to provide shelter
and screening to horticultural areas.
o We will enhance the landscape character through the planting of broadleaved
woodland including areas which will enhance domestic and horticultural micro‐
climates.
d) Buildings and other structures and access tracks are located where they can be recessed into
the landscape and do not stand out in views from public vantage points.
o The dwellinghouse has been sited into the landscape such that it is not unduly visible in
the wider landscape. There are other small mobile structures associated with the
development (animal housing) that have been similarly located.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
e) Existing semi‐natural habitats are extended or once characteristic habitats are recreated,
ideally creating wildlife corridors across the site, linking to other habitats beyond the site.
o There will be an overall increase in broadleaved tree cover.
f) Populations of once characteristic farmland birds of the local area are increased through
appropriate habitat creation.
o The increase in broadleaved woodland will increase nesting opportunities for birds.
g) Soil organic matter is increased.
o The land management practices will naturally lead to an increase in soil health and
organic matter. Many of our approaches revolve around the practice of building
organic matter (for example using mulches to suppress weeds and feed the soil in the
garden, applying biochar).
h) Populations of pollinating insects are increased.
o The land management practices will naturally lead to an increase in insect numbers
and diversity through habitat creation.

Land Management Monitoring
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That all existing semi‐natural habitats are in favourable condition.
Indicators: Spread of characteristic species of that habitat against an established baseline.
Decline in non‐characteristic / commercial agricultural species within each habitat (seek
advice of Wildlife Trust).
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Method: The annual monitoring report will include a description of the health of the
hedgerows and woodlands across the holding which highlights the increase or decline of
species as identified in the Ecology Survey (the Wall butterfly for example).

o Target: That all identified cultural heritage features are maintained in good condition.
Indicators: No cultivation or soil erosion over buried archaeological sites and historic
earthworks.
Scrub and trees removed over buried archaeological sites and historic earthworks.
Above ground historic/ cultural features stabilised and scrub / trees removed.
Method: The annual monitoring report will identify any newly discovered cultural heritage
features and will describe a management regime that will maintain any such features in good
condition.
o Target: That there is an increase in the number and /or area or length of traditional
characteristic landscape features and all are under appropriate traditional management.
Indicators: Increase in the number / area / length of x landscape feature. Increase in the
number / area / length of y landscape feature.
Method: The annual monitoring report will discuss the management of the woodland and will
quantify the areas of new woodland planted.

Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
o Target: That (named) semi‐natural habitat(s) are extended / created.
Indicators: Area of new habitat.
Spread of characteristic species of that habitat.
Method: The annual monitoring report will discuss the creation and establishment of the
orchard and coppicing area.
o Target: That there is an increase in the population of farmland birds on the site.
Indicator: Number of breeding farmland birds on the site against an established baseline
Method: No baseline for the number of breeding farmland birds has been set. Should the
opportunity arise for such a survey to be commissioned this will be recorded in the annual
monitoring report.
o Target: That there is an increase in the population of honey bees.
Indicator: Number of active bee hives on site.
Method: We plan on keeping our own honey bees therefore the annual monitoring report will
discuss the number of bees and amount of honey produced.
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6a. Energy
Energy Objectives
With the exception of road vehicle fuel, some petrol for the chainsaws, strimmer and sawmills, some
diesel for the tractors and a small amount of bottled gas to supplement cooking in the summer, we
supply all our own domestic energy needs from renewable sources on site.

Energy Components


Domestic Heating and Cooking:

The house has been designed to minimise energy use.
Please refer to the Zero Carbon chapter for more information on this subject.
We will use a solid fuel Rayburn for heating, hot water and cooking provisions and this will be fuelled
using both biomass and mill waste from the woodland.
Solar thermal panels will provide our hot water needs in the summer, and for summer cooking we
will barbeque using our own charcoal or use a LPG gas cooker if the Rayburn is not lit.
We conservatively estimate that we will require no more than 5 tonnes of dried soft wood per year.
This will be indirectly harvested from our woodland by burning the offcuts from the craft and value‐
added woodland activities.



Domestic electricity Generation:

Currently we have a very limited range of electrical appliances:
A Beko Washing Machine20 which uses approximately 52kwh/annum21
A NutriBullet Blender22 which uses approximately 22kwh/annum23
In the proposed dwellinghouse we would also have:‐
A Hotpoint chest freezer24 which uses approximately 278kWh/annum
A Zanussi fridge25 which uses approximately 94kWh/annum
With a lighting ring (high efficiency LED lights) which uses approximately 88kWh/ annum26
20

Beko WMB51221W – 1200rpm ‐ energy efficiency class A+
We average at two 30degree washes per week on a half hour cycle.
22
Power rating 600W
23
We average 6 minutes blending a day (6 minutes is enough for one carton of juice)
24
Hotpoint CS1A 300H – rated A+
25
Zanussi ZRG16602WE – rated A++
21
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With laptops consuming an estimated 26kWh/annum27
And mobile phones consuming an estimated 7kWh/annum28
We also plan to install a UV treatment29 and filter system30 for the domestic water, as well as a small
pump31 to move water to the house: This will use an estimated 365kWh/annum

Making a total domestic annual load of approximately 730kWh/annum
We intend to install 10 photovoltaic panels on our roof32 with a total power rating of 2500W. We
plan to connect to the national grid33 in order to benefit from feed in tariffs. It is estimated this will
bring in an income of £312 per year.
This would generate 2157kWhrs of electricity per year, according to the Energy Savings Trust online
solar calculator34


Land‐based business electricity use

Electric Power tools:
Drill 18v electric – charge from inverter / solar
Impact driver 18v– charge from inverter / solar
Planer 240v 400w– charge from inverter / solar
Sander 240v 200w– charge from inverter / solar
Tom currently uses an estimated 124.8 kWhrs of electricity per year for his land‐based activities35.
Tom also uses some petrol power tools in line with the provision made in the planning guidance36 :


Strimmer 50cc 2 stroke petrol.



2 Chainsaws – 2 stroke petrol 65cc and 25cc.

26

Based on a total power rating of 60W lighting ring used on average 4 hours per day
2 laptops consuming 35W for 2 hours a day
28
http://blog.opower.com/2014/09/iphone‐6‐charging‐47‐cents/
29
An 8w UV unit will use around 0.2kwh of electricity per day to run (73kwh/ year)
30
Cartridge filters ranging from 20 micron to 5 micron densities.
31
Amos jet pump 05SS, estimated power consumption 292kwh/ year.
32
At a pitch of 45 degrees
33
In line with point 3.59 of the Practice Guidance, One Planet Development, Oct 2012
34
http://www.pvfitcalculator.energysavingtrust.org.uk/
35
Calculation based on conservative estimate of usage of described tools.
36
Point 3.60 Practice Guidance, One Planet Development, Oct 2012
27
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Lucus mill 27hp petrol



Norwood lumber mate 30hp petrol

Energy Criteria
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The energy needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of technology,
including that which enables re‐use.
o The energy needs of the project have been minimised though designing a highly insulated
dwelling that maximises on passive solar gain, incorporates well placed thermal mass
elements, and uses low energy appliances and light fittings.
b) All of the energy needs of all activities shall be met from sources of renewable energy on site,
with the exception of small amounts of non‐renewable fuel for particular uses for which they
are best suited and justifiable (para 3.60).
o We meet all our energy needs from renewables on the site wherever possible. We will
continue to power domestic cooking predominantly from biomass grown on site. We will
continue to meet our domestic heating requirements entirely from timber/ biomass grown
on site. We will meet all our domestic and land‐based business electricity needs from the
renewable capacity of the holding. We do use small amounts of non‐renewable fuel for
cooking in summer months, chainsaw use, milling and tractor use; these are all allowable
under the policy.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
c) The embodied energy of renewable energy equipment should not outweigh its benefits from
energy generation.
o A recent study by researchers from the Netherlands and the USA (Fthenakis, Kim and
Alsema, 2008) 37 found that it takes 250kWh of electricity to produce 1m2 of crystalline
silicon PV panel. Under typical UK conditions, 1m2 of PV panel will produce around
100kWh electricity per year, so it will take around 2.5 years to "pay back" the energy cost
of the panel. PV panels have an expected life of at least 25‐30 years 38, so under UK
conditions a PV panel will, over its lifespan, produce many times more energy than was
required to manufacture the panel.39
d) Human and animal labour should replace the use of non‐renewable energy whenever
possible and practical.
o The holding is predominantly run on human labour. We use a heavy horse for light haulage
tasks and a tractor for heavy haulage tasks. We also utilise pigs as rotivators.
37

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1021/es071763q

38

http://info.cat.org.uk/questions/pv/life‐expectancy‐solar‐PV‐panels

39

http://info.cat.org.uk/questions/pv/what‐energy‐and‐carbon‐payback‐time‐pv‐panels‐uk
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Energy Monitoring
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That all of the energy needs shall be met from sources of renewable energy on site.
Indicators: Annual reporting on use of renewable energies generated on site (as percentage of
energy needs).
Annual reporting on use of all non‐renewable fuels, recorded in terms of use (what for) and
amount (quantity)
Annual reporting on quantity of electricity exported to the grid and imported from the grid.
(Note: all purchased energy will form part of the EFA making it necessary for energy use to be
minimised)
Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our energy usage and
production patterns which details sources, methods and quantities. It will include figures for
the amount of renewable electricity we generate as well as figures on the amount of
electricity we consume both domestically and in our land‐based businesses, and data on the
amount of biomass we consume as well as data on our use of non‐renewable fuels.
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6b. Water
Objectives
We intend to be self‐sufficient in water and are making provision for this. We value water, re‐using it
wherever it is practical to do so.

Components
Currently we collect rain water from the roof of our caravan for all our water needs. We have 2 IBC’s
at the back of the caravan and 1 header IBC which we pump water too using an electric pump. In the
lighter months this pump is powered by solar. In the darker months, we use the generator (biodiesel)
to power this pump. The water is then filtered using a 12v UV treatment system and used for all our
needs (drinking, washing, showering).
Our grey water then passes a filtration unit whereby any solids are caught and composted and
treated water returns to the earth. Additionally, as a result of this practice, we will only use eco
friendly liquids and soap powders.
On average and only for domestic needs we use approximately 1000 litres of water every 2 weeks, 71
litres per day for a family of 4. We generally save water by having no flushing toilet (compost) and
showering rather than bathing (do not have a bath). Water use is minimized in the household as a
matter of course.
On all permanent structures within the woodland we have water butts collecting water. This water is
drinking water for our animals and to water any fruit and vegetable plants.
Our greenhouse has 2 IBC’s and this water is generally used just within this area to water the
vegetable garden.
If our application is successful our intentions is to collect rainwater from the roof of our house (hence
the reason for a solid roof and not turfed). The water will flow into a 13,000 litre storage tank40 which
has been positioned next to the house. The water will be filtered using a UV treatment system41 and
will then be suitable for all our needs. Any surplus overflow from the house roof will be piped (gravity
fed) to the duck pond and vegetable area.
All grey water will run through a reed bed system with different levels of ponds (gravel and weeds). A
pipe will then be placed at the end of the reed bed system which will flow into the vegetable area.
This again will be gravity led. We consider both the reed bed system and small duck pond features of
conservation value and will be built in areas of low ecological interest.
There will be no black water as we will have no flushing toilet.
We will collect water from the roof of our earth shelter greenhouse. This will be collected in 5 IBC’s
which will be positioned underground.
All permanent structures around the site will have rainwater harvesting systems in place. Thus, we
feel we have covered all our water needs through this system. If we have a particularly dry summer
40
41

Ecosure 13000litre potable water storage tank – semi‐submerged into the ground – 2.7m dia, 2.585m high
An 8w UV unit and cartridge filters ranging from 20 micron to 5 micron densities.
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we have the option of abstracting water from our pond in Coed Hir, this would only be abstracted in
a crisis situation and would be removed sensitively as to not cause environmental harm (so far, we
have not needed too).

Water Criteria
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The water needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of technology,
including that which enables re‐use.
o We will minimise our water usage patterns through a combination of our own behaviour
patterns, enabled by an infrastructure design approach that supports the cultivation of the
awareness of the value of clean water and the need for responsible water use. An example
of this is our compost toilet, which enables us to transform human solid waste through
aerobic processes (rather than the more conventional water‐intensive anaerobic methods)
resulting in massive water savings. Conventionally toilets use about 30% of the total water
used in an average household42.
b) Rainwater harvesting from buildings and structures must be maximised.
o All our permanent structures will harvest and store rainwater, with exceptions made for
the field shelter (essentially an earth‐sheltered wind break) and the Drying Barn (for which
there is no practical use for harvested rainwater)
c) All of the water needs of all activities should be met from water available on site, unless there
is a more environmentally sustainable alternative. Abstraction from water bodies (including
groundwater sources) must be at levels that do not cause environmental harm. Harm would
result from the lowering of surface and ground water levels.
o All our water needs will be met from rainwater harvesting.

Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
d) Any water pumping should be renewably powered.
o The water pumping will be powered by solar.
e) Any ponds / lakes created should maximise habitat creation and should not destroy important
existing habitats.
o A small pond has been created as a wildlife feature where there was nothing of notable
value beforehand.

42

http://www.waterwise.org.uk/pages/indoors.html
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Water Monitoring
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That all water needs are met from water available on site (unless there is a more
sustainable alternative).
Indicators: Annual reporting on use of water sources (amount used from each source),
including that harvested from site and that abstracted from water bodies (surface and ground
water). Annual reporting on ground and surface water levels (reported on monthly basis).
Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our water usage,
abstraction and harvesting patterns which details sources, methods and quantities.
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7. Waste
Objectives
Our objective is to produce no waste, by valuing and making use of all resources that are available to
us, we aim to minimise all waste.

Components


Domestic Food Waste:

Some food waste is composted. Waste meat goes to our dog and cat. Waste vegetables are cooked
and given to our chickens and geese. Once we purchase pigs, they too will receive some kitchen
waste (raw food only).


Grey Water

The grey water from the dwelling will be filtered through a reed bed system before being piped to
the vegetable area. The grey water will not contain any organic human waste or heavy detergents.
Currently only eco‐friendly soaps and powders are purchased and this practice will continue.


Human Waste

Currently all human waste is composted in a dual chamber composting toilet and once composted is
placed at the bottom of trees or used to build soil around non‐food crops. The practice will continue.



Packaging and Paper:

Where possible we avoid buying anything with extra packaging. We reuse glass jars (jams, chutneys)
and plastic tubs as much as possible. All paper and card is burnt, composted or placed under crops
as a moisture retainer. All remaining plastics and metal is recycled. This practice will continue.


Green Waste from Growing food and Timber:

Any green waste is cooked and fed to the poultry or composted. This practice will continue. Any
waste timber is used as logs. Sawdust from our sawmill is used as animal bedding, in the compost
toilet and sold at the gate shop. Any waste from our charcoal kiln (biochar) is placed in our raised
beds as a soil improver.


Live Stock Manure

All live stock manure is composted and used in our vegetable garden. We also sell manure at our
shop gate.
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Waste Criteria
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) All biodegradable waste produced on site is assimilated on site in environmentally sustainable
ways.
o All our organic waste is composted on the holding.
b) The only exception to this is occasional off‐site disposal of small nonbiodegradable amounts
of waste, which cannot be assimilated on site which arise from things used on site wearing
out or breaking irreparably.
o As a result of living in today’s society we do produce a small amount of nonbiodegradable
waste that cannot be recycled ‐ mostly arising from packaging. We recycle everything we
are able to, making regular use of the local civic amenity recycling centre.
c) All waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with Environment Agency guidelines.
o We are careful to manage our organic waste with health and safety in mind and we
comply with all Environment Agency guidelines.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
d) The re‐use of organic waste on site should increase overall site fertility and productivity so
long as this is not at the expense of important semi‐natural habitats dependent on low soil
fertility.
o We do not have any semi‐natural habitats dependent on low soil fertility, and use our
organic waste to improve soil health and depth in our gardens, fruit growing areas,
orchards and woodland areas.

Waste Monitoring
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That all biodegradable waste produced on site will be assimilated on site in
environmentally sustainable ways.
Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our on‐site
biodegradable waste assimilation processes.
o Target: The only exception to this is occasional off‐site disposal of small amounts of non‐
biodegradable waste items which cannot be assimilated on site that arise from things
used on site wearing out or breaking irreparably.
Indicators: Annual reporting on quantity of all waste production by types of waste and
sources ‐ domestic and other (specified). Annual reporting on quantity of on site waste
assimilation and offsite waste disposal.
Method: The annual monitoring report will also contain a breakdown of the types and
quantities of waste we produce.
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o Target: That all waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with Environment
Agency guidelines.
Indicator: Annual statement of compliance with Environment Agency guidelines.
Method: The annual monitoring report will include an annual statement of compliance
with Environment Agency (Natural Resources Wales) guidelines.
Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
o Target: That the re‐use of organic waste on site should increase overall site fertility and
productivity, so long as this is not at the expense of important seminatural habitats
dependent on low soil fertility.
Indicator: Addressed in annual reporting of on‐site waste assimilation (see above)
Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our on‐site
biodegradable waste assimilation processes.
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8. Zero Carbon Buildings
Objectives
One of our primary objectives is to create structures that have minimal environmental impact by
basing our designs on our own sourced timber in combination with sustainably sourced materials. We
believe we can achieve a high level of sustainability by using a combination of local, natural and
recycled materials, put together in such a way that the structures (most notably the dwelling) can
offer very high environmental performance levels.

Components
Please refer to the accompanying Zero carbon documents (CfSH Assessment) produced by Sureline
Design services Ltd.
Zero Carbon in Construction.
From the Practice Guidance:
3.85 This guidance as a whole assesses the sustainability of One Planet
Developments in the round, and therefore the construction of One Planet
Development buildings in the open countryside is only required to meet the
standards of CSH in respect of Category 3 – Materials. The five elements of the
building covered by Category 3 are:
roofs (in OPD these often take 'low tech' approaches to construction)
external walls
internal walls
floors
windows
3.86 For an OPD home at least four of these elements should achieve a rating of
A+ or A6, using either recognised published ratings or clearly demonstrating
similar attributes for materials without a recognised published rating. The use of
renewable natural materials for the main elements of One Planet Development,
including insulation, should be prioritised.

Referring to the CfSH Materials assessment, and acknowledging the difficulty in using a conventional
building performance assessment for an unconventional building, the five building elements can be
considered to achieve the following ratings:
o roofs (green roof): A+
o external walls: A+
o internal walls: A+
o floors: A+
o windows: A+
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From the practice guidance:
3.87 In addition, the CSH requirement for 80% of the assessed materials in
these building elements and for finishing elements to be responsibly sourced must
be met, and 100% of any timber must be legally sourced. Again, where any of the
materials used for One Planet Development do not have published assessments it
must be demonstrated that they have similar attributes.
3.88 It may be that the materials used by One Planet Developments, and the
ways in which they are used, are relatively unusual. In these cases the onus is
with One Planet developers to demonstrate that these materials have similar (or
better) attributes to those covered by Category 3. Materials such as timber and
minerals sourced and processed on site, and re-used materials are examples of
such less commonly used low impact materials. Where the use of materials is
particularly novel or unusual it will also be necessary to demonstrate that their
proposed use is practical and achievable.

Referring again to the CfSH Materials assessment, we have demonstrated that whilst the materials
used for these building elements do not fall into the conventional assessments for sustainability, they
have all been responsibly sourced.
Recycled materials used in the dwellinghouse will include reclaimed glazing units, recycled damp
proof course, recycled polystyrene insulation in the floor, recycled roof insulation (warmcell
shredded paper insulation), reclaimed bricks in the solar porch floor, kitchen sink, tiles in the
bathroom, reclaimed polycarbonate sheeting for the rear lean‐to roof.

Zero Carbon in Use
There is currently no definition of ‘Zero Carbon in Use’ from the Welsh Government. Nonetheless we
have demonstrated that the dwellinghouse performs to very high environmental standards.

Dwellinghouse Outline Specification
The dwellinghouse is central to the holding’s design as a One Planet Development and has been
designed for high environmental performance. It uses predominantly local and natural materials in
its construction complimented by recycled/ reclaimed materials where appropriate, and only
purchasing manufactured materials where necessary.
The house faces due South to maximise its solar gain potential. A deep insulative envelope will retain
the buildings heat. There is minimal glazing on the North side of the building to reduce heat‐loss from
the ‘cold’ elevation.
The internal environment will be cool in summer – utilising a natural purge ventilation pattern driven
by the high velux window in the roof above the stairwell.
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The dwelling will be naturally warm in winter – maximising on passive solar gain by harvesting solar
heat in the conservatory and channelling it into the house through an integrated ventilation system.
This system will be further sustained by using the conservatory porch as a thermal mass storage heat
sink.

In addition to these natural heating and cooling systems there will be a multi‐purpose range in the
kitchen for heating water and cooking (with passive heating).
The entire building fabric is designed to be breathable – enabling longevity for the materials and
creating a healthy interior environment for our family.
The building incorporates habitats and features sensitive to the local ecologies including a bat‐
friendly roof cavity.
The timber for the build will be sourced from our own woodland, cut by hand and extracted by our
horse.
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Elements
 Foundations / substructure: Masonry piers
(from the ground up)
o 700mm x 700mm x 500mm (h) rammed graded limestone aggregate foundations
(subject to building regulations) (Hanson Aggregates, Abergele, LL22 9BD)
o 500mm (dia) x 500mm (h) stone piers (stone with lime/ sand mortar) ‐ subject to
building regulations (stone from house terrace excavation, hydraulic lime from Ty
Mawr lime, other aggregate from Hanson Aggregates, LL22 9BD)
o DPC – reclaimed plastic (Tre Beirdd Farm, CH7 1HT)


Ground floor: A suspended ground floor over pier foundations.
Floor structure:‐
o 300mm x 200mm timber superstructure (our own Larch– milled on site)
o 300mm x 50mm timber joists (our own Larch– milled on site)
Floor fill (from the ground up) :‐
o Reclaimed ply boarding (Beeston Reclamation, CW6 9NJ)
o 400mm crushed recycled polystyrene insulation (we are going to collect this ourselves
– putting out a call locally ‐ and then crush it on site)
o Pine floor boards (our own timber – milled on site)
Solar Porch floor :‐
o Reclaimed ply boarding (Beeston Reclamation, CW6 9NJ)
o 300mm crushed recycled polystyrene insulation (we are going to collect this ourselves
– putting out a call locally ‐ and then crush it on site)
o Reclaimed ply boarding (Beeston Reclamation, CW6 9NJ)
o 70mm reclaimed brick floor (Tre Beirdd Farm, CH7 1HT)



Structural frame
o 200mm x 200mm timber frame structure (our own Larch– milled on site)



External walls: A timber‐framed structure with strawbale wrap and timber cladding.
Wall fill (internal to external):
o 25mm clay‐based plaster (aggregates from Hanson Aggregates, LL22 9BD)
o Straw bale insulation (450mm) (straw sourced as locally as possible)
o Skim coat lime render (hydraulic lime from Ty Mawr lime, other aggregate from
Hanson Aggregates, LL22 9BD)
o 25mm x 40mm batons (our own Larch– milled on site)
o 25mm Waney edge cladding (our own Larch– milled on site)
o The Solar Porch will be clad in double –glazed panels (Wrexham Glass and Double
Glazing Centre, LL13 7NB)
o It will include 200mm x 50mm timber panelling over joints (our own Larch– milled on
site)
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Internal walls: clay plaster on lathes on timber frame
o 20mm clay‐based plaster (aggregates from Hanson Aggregates, LL22 9BD)
o 50mm x 15mm lathe (our own Hemlock – milled on site)
o Sheep wool insulation (from our neighbour’s sheep)
o 50mm x 15mm lathe (our own Hemlock – milled on site)
o 20mm clay‐based plaster (aggregates from Hanson Aggregates, LL22 9BD)



Windows: timber framed
o Reclaimed double glazing units embedded into wall where windows are fixed.
(Rejected units from Wrexham Glass and Double Glazing Centre, LL13 7NB)
o Timber frame windows where windows are opening (our own hardwood – milled on
site, assembled on site)



External and internal doors: timber
o Timber frame external doors. (our own hardwood – milled on site, assembled on site)
o Home‐ fabricated internal timber frame doors. (our own Pine – milled on site)



Skirting
o Timber (our own Pine – milled on site)



Roof: Shingle roof on timber rafters
Roof Structure :‐
o 300mm x 50mm rafters (our own Larch – milled on site)
o 100mm x 50mm purlins (our own Larch – milled on site)
Roof fill (internal to external) :‐
o
o
o
o
o
o

20mmTimber Boarding (our own Hemlock – milled and planed on site)
Warmcell insulation (400mm) (sourced as locally as possible)
25mm Timber Boarding (our own Hemlock – milled and planed on site)
Breather membrane (Huws Gray, Wrexham LL14 4BJ)
Baton and Counter baton (our own Larch – milled on site)
Timber Shingles (our own Larch – milled on site)

o The rear lean‐to roof will be reclaimed polycarbonate roofing sheets (Beeston
Reclamation, CW6 9NJ)
o The Solar Porch will be roofed in reinforced double –glazed panels (Wrexham Glass
and Double Glazing Centre, LL13 7NB)
o The Covered Area will be roofed with Onduline Sheeting (Huws Gray, Wrexham LL14
4BJ)
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Fascias
o Timber (our own Larch – milled on site)



Furniture (e.g. bathroom white goods, kitchen units)
o Sourced either as recycled (ebay/ pre‐loved) or from Beeston Reclamation, CW6 9NJ.
With the exception of fridge and freezer – purchased new to ensure high power
efficiency rating

Building Regulations
The only structure eligible for building regulations is the dwellinghouse, which will be the subject of a
building regulations application.
Other Structures: Permanent








Earth Sheltered Greenhouse (Ty Coed) (proposed)
Constructed using earth‐bags (with subsoil excavated from site) rendered with a lime‐
based render with a timber‐framed (timber sourced from our own woods), toughened
glass roof. The rainwater harvesting system will be incorporated under the vegetable
beds.
Barn/ Tool store (Coed Dyfrdwy) (existing – with planning permission),
A simple timber framed structure (timber sourced from our own woods) with a timber
board roof.
Drying Barn (Coed Dyfrdwy) (proposed)
A simple timber framed structure (timber sourced from our own woods) with a
reclaimed tin roof.
Stable (Coed Dyfrdwy) (proposed)
A simple timber‐framed structure (timber sourced from our own woods) with a
reclaimed tin roof, clad in overlapping boards. The rainwater harvesting will feed a
drinking trough.
Field / Animal Shelter (Ty Coed) (proposed)
An earth‐sheltered structure made from roundwood posts (timber sourced from our
own woods), waterproofed with an EPDM membrane and landscaped using subsoil
from dwellinghouse excavation.

Other Structures: Temporary




Caravan Workshop (existing) (currently being used as temporary residence)
A recycled static caravan, modified with a lightweight timber porch.
Compost Toilet in Ty Coed (proposed)
A lightweight timber‐framed structure which uses heavy duty bins for the storage and
composting of humanure.
Compost Toilet in Coed Dyfrdwy (existing)
A lightweight timber‐framed structure which uses heavy duty bins for the storage and
composting of humanure.
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Chicken housing (Coed Dyfrdwy) (existing)
A small, moveable timber‐framed structure.
Duck Housing (Ty Coed) (proposed)
A small, moveable timber‐framed structure.
Shop (Coed Dyfrdwy) (existing)
A lightweight timber‐framed structure with a timber clad roof.

Zero Carbon Buildings Criteria
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) Domestic and ancillary buildings will be 'zero carbon' in construction and use as explained in
this guidance and using the up to date Welsh definition of zero carbon.
o We have provided evidence as to how the dwellinghouse is zero carbon in construction and
use.
b) Proposals will identify which structures require Building Regulations approval and that this
approval is obtained either before or during construction.
o The dwellinghouse will be the subject of a Building Regulations Application.
c) All structures identified for removal in the Exit Strategy are capable of removal with low
environmental impact.
o The dwellinghouse, being built predominantly from natural materials, could easily be
dismantled with the natural materials being composted, and the non‐biodegradable
materials being recycled.

Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
d) The construction of buildings should make as much use of recycled materials as possible so
long as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the essential criteria.
o Recycled materials will include reclaimed glazing units, recycled damp proof course,
recycled polystyrene insulation in the floor, recycled roof insulation (warmcell shredded
paper insulation), reclaimed bricks in the solar porch floor, kitchen sink, tiles in the
bathroom, reclaimed polycarbonate sheeting for the rear lean‐to roof. We expect to use
these materials without compromising our ability to satisfy the essential criteria.
e) Existing buildings are re‐used where this would have an overall lower environmental impact
than new buildings, or where they are of particular value in landscape or heritage terms, but
provided that they are not unsightly or have a negative impact on the surrounding landscape.
o There are no appropriate buildings available for re‐use on the holding.
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Zero Carbon Buildings Monitoring
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That domestic and ancillary buildings are zero carbon in construction and use.
Indicators: Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all buildings requiring Building
Regulations approval in construction as described in this guidance
Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all buildings requiring Building Regulations
approval in use as described in this guidance
Method: Evidence of our dwellinghouse achieving ‘zero carbon in construction and use’ has
been supplied in this management plan.
o Target: That structures requiring Building Regulations approval obtain this approval.
Indicators: All structures requiring Building Regulations approval are identified in the
proposals.
This approval is obtained either before or during construction.
Method: The dwellinghouse will require Building Regulations approval and this will be
obtained before or during construction.
o Target: That all structures identified for removal in the Exit Strategy are capable of
removal with low environmental impact.
Indicators: Specification of how each structure identified for removal in the Exit Strategy is
capable of removal with low environmental impact.
Method: A specification has been included in the exit strategy section of this management
plan.
Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
o Target: That the construction of structures should make as much use of recycled materials
as possible so long as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the essential criteria.
Indicator: Detailed summary of use of recycled materials in construction of structures.
Method: A summary of the recycled elements of the dwellinghouse is included in this
management plan.
o Target: That existing buildings are re‐used where this would have an overall lower
environmental impact than new buildings, or where they are of particular value in
landscape or heritage terms, but provided that they are not unsightly or have a negative
impact due to their siting
Indicator: Explanatory statement on the re‐use of any existing buildings.
Method: An explanatory statement on the re‐use of any existing buildings has been provided
in this management plan.
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9. Community Impact Assessment.
Objectives
We believe we are an intrinsic and beneficial part of the local community.

Components
We have owned our woodland since 2009. Tom was born and raised in Llangollen which is 6 miles
away. We know all our neighbours and we attend many of the local fund raising events, fairs and
fates and I continue to attend the baby and toddler groups when I have time. Subsequently we class
many of our neighbours as friends and these feelings are reciprocated as we are regularly invited to
BBQ’S, weddings and other social events. Furthermore, Glyndyfrdwy has a small horsing community
and we are now part of this, raising money through sponsored rides – horse & cart (this summer we
were involved in a ride from Llangollen to Bala, raising money for cancer). Consequently, we feel we
are intrinsic part of our local community (please see letters of support).
Unfortunately the local primary school in Glyndyfrdwy closed a couple of years ago therefore my son
is currently attending the nursery at Gwernant ‐ the nearest Welsh medium school in Llangollen, and
I am hoping he will gain a place at the primary school. I am also hoping my daughter will too gain a
place at this school in the next couple of years. If they gain places they will entitled to free transport
and therefore will share the school bus with other children from the village. Our second choice of
school is Carrog, which is slightly nearer at 3 miles but it is an English/Welsh medium school and we
would like both our children to be fluent in Welsh therefore that is why we have chosen Gwernant.
Glyndyfrdwy is a small village, there is one petrol station and one pub. We support both businesses
and buy the majority of our fuel from this petrol station. Furthermore, during the summer, Tom sells
some bags of charcoal from here. In terms of food we shop locally either in Llangollen or Corwen,
using local butchers, grocers and deli shops. We will only use supermarkets for items we cannot
purchase locally. It is very important to us to shop locally and support local businesses, not only
because the product is generally better but also because our ecological footprint is reduced.
Additionally, the majority of our products are sold locally to people in Glyndyfrdwy and the
surrounding area.
Positive Impacts





The project contributes to a low‐carbon economy, and will provide high quality land‐based
produce for local people, as well as promoting traditional rural skills such as working with
horses and making charcoal/coppicing.
It forms part of a local network of individuals and groups working towards creating a
supportive environmental base and a resilient local economy for future generations.
The site will provide a resource for local schools to engage in educational aspects of woodland
and land management, nature study, wildlife and sustainability.
The project is an example of a sustainable development, demonstrating what a one‐planet
footprint actually looks like and raising awareness about sustainability.
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We feel we are completely embedded into the fabric of our local community and this is
evident through the friendships we have formed and letters of support we have received (see
appendix).

Negative Impacts and Mitigating Measures


The creation of a small holding in the open countryside may be considered to have a small
visual impact resulting from new structures in the landscape. From the Visual Impact
Assessment (Sureline Design Services):‐
Overall the dwelling will have a limited impact on the landscape of the area with
low levels of visual intrusion into public and private views. The building is
relatively well screened and the use of natural materials will blend the dwelling
into the surrounding landscape. Whilst the landscape is a sensitive one the
proposal is for agricultural activities and unimposing structures that even
when visible will not sit uncomfortably in the landscape.

Mitigating factors include careful design such that new structures are unimposing and have
been designed to blend into the landscape, as well as the infrastructure supporting a
beneficial symbiotic relationship with the land, flora and fauna, improving biodiversity and
sustainability (evident through our land management with the appearance of wildflowers and
a rare butterfly).


The development represents another dwelling in a rural location and may be considered to an
additional burden to local services.
Mitigating factors include the production of local food, timber and crafts that would
otherwise be absent.



Increased traffic resulting from a new dwelling and business will result in additional air and
noise pollution on the roads.
Mitigating factors include the core commitment to one planet living and sustainability in
general. With regard to traffic there will be a greater commitment to develop and promote
horse power as a means of transport and haulage.

Community Impact Criteria
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) There is a thorough assessment of all impacts of the proposals on neighbouring communities.
One Planet Development in the open countryside should not impact negatively on
neighbouring communities.
o An assessment of all impacts of the project is provided above. It demonstrates that the
project does not impact negatively on the local community.
b) Any negative impacts are mitigated.
o The negative impacts are mitigated by the measures described above.
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Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
c) OPD children attend local schools and residents support local groups, clubs and events.
o Our children attend local schools. We are very active locally, supporting a range of local
activities and events.
d) There are open days, permissive footpaths and other access, as well as the hosting of local
events on‐site.
o Once established, we would like to host courses and events on site.
e) Residents shop locally and use other local businesses.
o We shop locally and support other local businesses and initiatives. Examples of this include
our choice of local suppliers for building materials and food.
f) Residents sell food and other produce locally.
o We sell woodland products locally and plan to sell food locally. See business plans for more
detail.

Community Impact Monitoring
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
o Target: That community impacts are thoroughly assessed and there are measures in place
to mitigate any negative impacts.
Indicators: Annual monitoring of community impacts.
Implementation of mitigation measures to address any negative impacts.
Method: Our annual monitoring report will include a summary of both positive and negative
community impacts, along with any mitigating measures for negative impacts.

Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
o Target: That all positive community impacts are fostered and recorded.
Indicator: All positive community impacts are fostered and recorded.
Method: Our annual monitoring report will record positive community impacts.
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10: Transport Assessment and Travel Plan

Components: Survey of the existing travel options in the area.


Existing Footpaths
On our 3 sites there are no public footpaths. However, there is a public footpath which runs
though other sections of the 56 acre site. These footpaths lead to the Dee Valley Way (15 mile
circular route from Llangollen to Corwen) which links with the Clwydian Way (122 mile
circular route largely within Denbighshire). The Dee Valley Way is adjacent to Coed Hir
therefore if the application is approved rambles will witness traditional woodland
management techniques of coppicing as they walk by, rather than a dense conifer plantation.



Cycling
At the bottom of the site there is a public road minor highway – unnamed road (back lane)
and this leads to either Llangollen, Corwen or Byrneglwys.
To cycle to Llangollen (6miles) or Corwen (4miles) using either the A5 (A road which is 1 miles
from the site) or the unnamed back lane would take approximately:
Llangollen: 1 hour.
Corwen: 40 minutes.
To cycle to Bryneglwys (5 miles) using the unnamed back lane would take approximately 1
hour (Hilly terrain).



Horse and cart
To travel to Llangollen by horse and cart takes approximately 1 hour.
To travel to Corwen by horse and cart takes approximately 45 minutes.
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 Existing Bus Services
Buses to and from Wrexham:
Wrexham to Corwen: GHA couches, Number 94, Monday to Friday (Excluding Bank Holidays), Via Llangollen.
Wrexham
07:30 (Ruabon station)
08:20 (Ruabon station)
14:10

Glyndyfrdwy
07:50
08:45
14:53

Corwen
08:00
08:55
15:03

Corwen
09:10
15:20
16:15

Glyndyfrdwy
09:15
15:25
16:25

Wrexham
09:58
15:50 (Acrefair)
16:50 (Acrefair)

Wrexham to Barmouth: GHA couches, Number T3, Monday to Saturday (Excluding Bank Holidays).
Wrexham
04:07 (From Ruabon station)
06:57 (From Ruabon station)
06:35
07:28 (From Ruabon station)
09:10
11:10
12:30
13:30
15:30
16:00
17:30
20:30

Glyndyfrdwy
04:27
06:57
07:18
07:53
09:53
11:53
13:13
14:13
16:13
16:46
18:13
21:10

Barmouth
05:50
08:22
09:05
09:40
11:40
13:40
14:57
15:57
17:57
18:15
19:57
22:52

Barmouth
06:05
08:25
09:50
10:50
12:50
14:30
16:18 (From Dolgellau station)
15:50
17:05
19:05
20:05(From Dolgellau station)
20:05
23:00

Glyndyfrdwy
07:45
10:15
11:33
12:33
14:33
16:15
17:36
17:33
18:54
20:51
21:05
21:34
00:17

Wrexham
08:20
10:58
12:16
13:16
15:16
17:08
18:19
18:16
19:27
21:25
21:29 (To Ruabon station only)
21:58 (To Ruabon station only)
00:39 (To Ruabon station only)
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Wrexham to Corwen: GHA couches, Number 5, Monday to Saturday (Excluding Bank Holidays)
Wreham
07:12 (Vauxhall Industrial Estate)
08:45
09:45
10:45
11:45
12:45
13:45
14:45
15:45
16:15
17:45

Glyndyfrdwy
07:40
09:29
10:29
11:29
12:29
13:29
14:29
15:29
16:29
16:59
18:29

Corwen
07:50
09:39
10:39
11:39
12:39
13:39
14:39
15:39
16:39
17:09
18:39

Corwen
09:08
10:08
11:08
12:08
13:08
14:08
15:08
15:55
17:30

Glyndyfrdwy
09:18
10:18
11:18
12:18
13:18
14:18
15:18
16:05
17:40

Wrexham
10:04
11:04
12:04
13:04
14:04
15:04
16:04
16:37 (Vauxhall Industrial Estate)
18:12 (Vauxhall Industrial Estate)

Number 5 service of a Sunday, no returning buses.
Corwen
09:08
10:08
11:08
12:08
13:08
14:08
15:08
15:55
17:30

Glyndyfrdwy
09:18
10:18
11:18
12:18
13:18
14:18
15:18
16:05
17:40

Wrexham
10:04
11:04
12:04
13:04
14:04
15:04
16:04
16:37 (Vauxhall Industrial Estate)
18:12 (Vauxhall Industrial Estate)

 Existing Train Services
The nearest national railway station is Ruabon station which is 12 miles away. The times of a route
we may use is listed below:
Ruabon to Chester: Arriva trains, Monday to Friday.
Ruabon
05:51
07:54
08:52
09:54

Chester
06:24
08:20
09:17
10:19
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10:56
11:55
12:54
13:55
14:57
15:57
16:56
17:56
18:55
19:55
20:55
22:09
22:55
00:09

11:20
12:19
13:19
14:19
15:20
16:25
17:21
18:20
19:24
20:22
21:19
22:34
23:03
00:35

Chester
05:30
06:18
07:15
08:19
09:26
10:20
11:30
12:19
13:30
14:19
15:30
16:19
17:30
18:28
19:17
20:22
21:21
22:28

Ruabon
05:53
06:44
07:55
08:41
09:49
10:42
11:53
12:41
13:53
14:41
15:53
16:42
17:55
18:51
19:40
20:51
21:44
22:51

On a Saturday from Chester to Ruabon the trains are approximately every hour starting from 06:12,
with the last one leaving Chester at 22:28. The same applies from Ruabon (first train 05:51) to
Chester (last train 00:04).
On a Sunday from Chester to Ruabon the trains are approximately every hour to two hours starting
from 09:22, with the last on leaving Chester at 21:26. The same applies from Ruabon (first train
10:47) to Chester (last train 20:54).
Stream train from Glyndyfrdwy to either Llangollen or Corwen.
Currently we do not use the stream train due to the cost of £16.50 per adult per journey. However, if
we become residents of the village we can buy an annual pass for £50 per adult, and we hope to use
this mode of transport more regularly. Unfortunately however the season only runs daily trains form
26/04/2016 to 02/10/2016.
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Llangollen
09:55
10:40
11:50
13:00
14:00
15:10
16:10

Glyndyfrdwy
10:20
11:03
12:15
13:26
14:25
15:36
16:35

Corwen
10:37
11:20
12:32
13:42
14:42
15:52
16:52

Corwen
10:44
11:25
12:40
13:50
14:50
16:00
17:00

Glyndyfrdwy
11:03
12:00
13:10
14:26
15:20
16:36
17:20

Wrexham
11:23
11:23
13:34
14:46
15:44
16:56
17:40

Domestic vehicle travel patterns
We have a number of different vehicles but they all serve a purpose for domestic life and land based
activities. Physically the land‐based work is very heavy therefore all the mentioned vehicles play a
crucial part in the movement of large trunks thus making work easier. Around the 3 sites horse
logging is generally favoured, however there is a limit to the weight our horse can pull therefore in
these circumstances we will use the machinery. For Tom only one vehicle is in use at any one time,
and the same applies for me.
Vehicles used for domestic/ non land‐based work – Astra1.7d, Ford Transit Motorhome 2.5d.
Vehicles used for land‐based activity – Land Rover Defender pick‐up 2.5d, 2 Tractors, 1 Horse and
cart.
Domestic miles: 1660 domestic miles/cost £118.59/litres of diesel 107.79.
Weekly: Return trip of a Friday to Wilf’s school nursery, 14 miles round trip. Approximately 40 weeks
in the school year which equates to 560 miles per year. Wilf attends school nursery 3 times per week
and is taken by his grandparents the other 2 times. If Wilf gains a place at the nearest Welsh medium
school, Gwernant, in September 2016, he will be entitled to free transport and this mileage end. If he
fails to gain a place, he will attend the nearest Welsh/English medium school, Carrog, and again be
entitled to free transport. The same will apply to Elizabeth when she is of school age. We currently
combine shopping and social visits/seeing friends during Wilf’s nursery hours therefore reducing
further mileage.
Monthly: Social visits‐family/friends, doctors. The majority of our domestic trips are to either Corwen
(8 miles roundtrip) or Llangollen, 12 miles round trip either way. We approximate once a month for
social visits which equates to 120 mile per year. It is very unusual for us to verge further afield of a
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weekend, preferring to spend weekends in the woodland or travelling by bike (both bikes are fitted
with children seats) or horse and cart.
Annually: We are close to my family and friends in Liverpool and will visit approximately 4 times per
year, the mileage is 120 miles round trip, 480 miles per year.
We use our motorhome for holidays and weekends away. All holidays this year have been within
Wales (Pembrokeshire, Newquay and the Lynn Peninsula). During our holiday in Pembrokeshire we
attended a friend’s wedding and visited the Lammas project in the same trip therefore combining
pleasurable activities and reducing our need for further expensive travel. We approximate 500 miles
for holidays and weekend’s away this year.

Land‐Based Work related vehicle patterns
Land‐based work: 2264 miles/cost £377.39/litres of diesel 343.09(Land Rover 2.5d, 30mpg).
For work related business (selling of products), on average we will travel to:
Llangollen twice per week ‐1248miles annually.
Corwen once per week –416miles annually.
Liverpool or irregular long distance journeys, five times per year – 600miles annually.
Long distance journeys are generally to make sheds/barns. For all other produce customers are
generally local and within a radius of 6 miles. Logs are delivered by Land Rover. Charcoal is too
delivered by Land Rover however for smaller deliveries the horse and cart will be used. People
generally collect milled timber from the wood. We try and combine all work related journeys with
buying of parts and supplies (local dealers such as Watkins and Williams in Llangollen).

Other Work related vehicle patterns
Work Journey (Lisa):11500 miles/cost £821.54/litres of diesel 746.88(Astra 1.7d, 70mpg).
Currently I work as a counsellor in a drugs and alcohol service in Chester. It is approximately 30 miles
from door to door, 60 miles roundtrip. I currently work 4 days therefore 240 miles per week (will
reduce to 3 days from February 2016). I have 6 weeks annual leave (including bank holidays), thus
the calculated miles subtract my annual leave, 11500 miles annually. A volunteer from my work lives
nearby, she travels with me to and from Chester twice a week. Additionally, I also take my children to
a private nursery of a Thursday. As with all domestic journeys I try to combine work travel with
shopping or other chores.
I am conscious that my commuting to and from Chester is not sustainable. I am mindful that the
travel is also too far and for me is physically draining, especially now I have 2 small children and am
looking after livestock/ growing a wide variety of fruit and vegetables. My dilemma is that I enjoy
being a counsellor and would like to continue in this field without the extensive travel. My plan
therefore is to leave my job in Chester (2016/17) and set up a small private practice in Llangollen,
only working 1 to 2 days per week. This will continue until all the infrastructure is in place in the
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woodland (including the dwellinghouse) and then I will focus on Ecotherapy from the site and quit
my private practice in Llangollen (2018/19), which will mean no car use to work. Due to the cost of
therapy and the rural location I do not envisage more than 2 / 3 clients per week therefore most of
my working week will focus on woodland crafts or growing food.
Overall miles in 2015 (year 2): 15,424, cost of diesel £1317.52, litres used 1197.76.

Visitor travel patterns:
Apart from friends in Glyndyfrdwy who visit on foot or horse, the only other regular weekly visitors
are from Tom’s parents who look after the children of a Tuesday and Wednesday, they both come
from the Corwen area by car. This will stop once both children are in school, we then expect sporadic
visits of maybe once every couple of weeks. We have friend’s visiting from Llangollen by car
approximately once a month. They will bring their children, who generally play in the wood making
dens. We have friend’s visiting from Liverpool by car once a year and family visiting from Liverpool by
car approximately 4 times per year. Sporadic visits from Tom’s friends maybe once a month but this
is usually combined with business (collecting wood).
The 56 acre site has a small car park and we encourage all our visitors to use this space.

Projected vehicle travel (2018)
Once our children are of school age they will be entitled to free transport therefore journeys to
school will cease. As a result of this, we expect a slight increase in social visits to either Llangollen or
Corwen (192 miles). Overall domestic miles at 1172.
My extensive work mileage to Chester will have ceased and I will be established as a counsellor
practicing Ecotherapy from the site.
We expect our land‐based work related miles to remain roughly the same, 2264 miles. We will
continue to combine social visits and chores such as shopping with work related miles.
In 2018 we expect to be travelling more by horse and cart and steam‐train for domestic/social
journeys and thus, our non‐car modes of transport will be maximised. We will also encourage visitors
to access our site using public transport where possible. We will also encourage the use of bikes. We
view our campervan as a luxury item therefore if permission is granted we may sell this item to help
with the cost of the build.
Overall projected miles in 2018: 3436
In rural English areas (statistics not available in Wales), the average distance travelled by private car
is 8599 miles per person per year43, with an average household comprising of 2.3 people44, therefore
43

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical‐data‐sets/nts99‐travel‐by‐region‐and‐area‐type‐of‐residence:
NTS9904
44

Table

hpps://www.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011‐census/population‐estimates‐by‐five‐year‐age‐band‐and‐household‐
estimates‐for‐local‐authorities‐in‐the‐united‐kingdom/stb‐population‐and‐household‐estimates‐for‐the‐united‐kingdom‐
march‐2011.html.
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19778 miles. In year 2 and despite commuting to and from Chester our mileage was still lower than
this average and in year 5 will be significantly lower.
Projected Visitor Traffic
We expect an increase in visitors during the building of the house, in part from construction
deliveries but also because we would like to use volunteers and woofers for some of the build and
will encouraging them to use public transport where possible.
Once the site is established we hope to begin courses (2 per year, 4 ‐ 8 people) and again we will
encourage public transport where possible.
We are also expecting between 2 – 3 visitors per week from counselling clients (sessions are for 1
hour and are on a weekly basis).
Thus we estimate the site will generate an additional 250 – 300 vehicle trips per year through new
visitors.

Transport Assessment and Travel Plan Criteria
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
55
a) The management plan must be accompanied by a Transport Assessment and Travel Plan
(which may be combined).
o A (combined) Transport Assessment and Travel Plan is included in the management plan
b) Overall the development should achieve a significant reduction in transport impacts from all
activities on site (residents, enterprises and visitors) in comparison to what would be the
'norm' for such activities.
o Between us we travelled 15424 miles by private vehicle in 201545; this is approximately
78% of what would be the average for a household travelling by private vehicle living in a
rural location. By 2018 (year 5) we expect to be travelling 4300 miles by private vehicle,
22% of what would be the average for a household travelling by private vehicle living in a
rural location.
c) There should be detailed monitoring of all trips to and from the site in terms of purposes,
distances, modes, and any transport sharing.
o All vehicle trips to and from the site will be monitored.

Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
d) The use of low and zero carbon modes of transport should be maximised.

45

This includes domestic and business activities for year 2
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o We walk or use horse power whenever it is practical to do so – this often involves healthy
distances.
e) On site vehicle numbers should be controlled and vehicle pools used for One Planet
Developments of more than one household.
Vehicle numbers are controlled and only one vehicle per adult is used at any one time.
o The number of vehicles we operate are limited by space and cost such that we only keep
the number of vehicles that we need. We do not use more than one vehicle per adult at
any one time.
f) Connections between the site and local suppliers and customers for goods and services
requiring travel, should be maximised opposed to those at a greater distance.
o As can be evidenced with both our building materials supplies and our land‐based produce
outlets we always prefer to operate as close to home as is possible.
g) Visitor travel should be the subject of proactive management to reduce transport impacts.
o Many of our social activities take place within the locality, and we either walk or travel by
horse and cart. We actively encourage all visitors to use alternative modes of transport.

Transport Assessment and Travel Plan Monitoring
Monitoring: Essential Criteria:


Target: There is a significant reduction in transport impacts from all activities on site (residential,
enterprises and visitors) in comparison with ‘typical’ levels for the number of occupants and
activities on site.
Method: The annual monitoring report will include a breakdown of all vehicle trips to and from
the site by purpose, distance, mode, and any transport sharing. It will review our travel impact
against the commitments we have made in this management plan.

Monitoring: Contributory Criteria:


Target: That there is maximisation of use of low and zero carbon modes of travel
Method: The annual monitoring report will include information about low/zero carbon modes
of travel.



Target: That there is a reduction in on‐site vehicles through use of vehicle pools.
Method: Annual monitoring of vehicle numbers and use of vehicle pools.



Target: That there is maximum use of local suppliers and customers over those from a greater
distance.
Method: The annual monitoring report will include a description of outlets for our woodland
products, as well as detail on any other regular supplies.



Target: That there is pro‐active management of visitor travel.
Method: Annual monitoring of visitor travel.
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11. Ecological Footprint Assessment
Our EFA calculator spreadsheet is included as an appendix. We have made every effort to be as
accurate as we can with our EFA data, basing the column 2 information on 2015 spend, travel and
fuel information.
It estimates our current Ecological Footprints as 1.43gHa/capita, reducing to 1.28gHa/cap over
time.
A one‐planet footprint is considered to be 1.88 gHa/cap.
This implies that it would be possible for everyone on the planet to live a lifestyle like ours
without compromising the earth’s ecological integrity.

The National average is 5.4 gHa/cap.
This implies that if everyone in the world lived like the average Welsh person, we would need
the resources from 3 planets to sustain us.

We are indeed already living a one‐planet footprint and that there is every reasonable expectation
that this will continue into the future.

Notes from EFA calculator spreadsheet:
We have been advised to place our current consumption data in column 2 since we are already living on site – this is to
better reflect our current circumstances (the background formula for column 1 being designed for people living off site)
Current:
3; is current kWh usage and proposed usage. Our old solar panels and the wind turbine will remain on the caravan if
permission is granted.
22; domestic kilometers only
43; area of Ty Coed field
66; dog, cat, horse food and farrier and insurance, childcare cost and money spent on holidays in the UK
72; loan taken out a couple of years ago.
Year 5:
10; loan of £18000 to help us with build
43; Area of Ty Coed field plus 3 acres of woodland set aside for goats/ pigs additional grazing
44: See table 1c for feed costs
66; no child care costs.
68; internet service at home and landline will reduce the cost of expensive smart phones.
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Other Footprints
Whilst the EFA analysis that has been undertaken is very comprehensive some elements of the
project do not fall within its remit. These have been identified as:

Negative influences
1.

Social visitors
The ecological impacts of friends and family visiting are small and are also very difficult to
quantify. For the most part these will centre on the travel implications of such visits. Needless to
say the majority of social visits are from local friends and most of these arrive on foot. Some do
arrive by car and these often tie in with practical exchanges/ tasks. There are also occasional
visits from family members who live further afield.

2.

Transport impacts associated with land‐based business activities. Our land‐based activities
generate approximately 600 miles of vehicle travel per year.

3.

Transport impacts associated with non land‐based work. Currently I work as a counsellor in a
drugs and alcohol service in Chester. Whilst these activities have clear social benefit – they also
generate 11500 miles of travel by private vehicle annually.

Positive influences
4.

Relationship with National Grid
We expect to be supplying 1427kWhrs renewable electricity to the national grid.

5.

Food, craft supplied locally (including fuel for transport).
In 2015 we generated in excess of £18,000 of low‐carbon produce for the local economy. Given
that the vast majority of food and craft in our society undergoes energy intensive industrial
processes and travels thousands of miles, this represents a massive energy and pollution saving.

6.

The inspirational and promotional impact that the project has generated.
The project aspires to have a beneficial impact on the wider community, promoting both the
concepts and the practicality of low‐impact living. The potential impact of this in the wider
community is impossible to quantify. It is possible to state that given the Welsh Governments
aspirations towards a sustainable society (PPW, Chapter 4), this is an important task.
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12. Phasing, Monitoring and Exit Strategy
Phasing
We have already achieved the ecological footprint targets and the land‐based income targets.
By the end of year 3 (2016) we will meet the minimum food productivity targets (30% of our own
food).

Monitoring
An annual monitoring report will consider the project’s progress against the objectives contained in
this management plan. It will include:

An EFA progress report: a short commentary on changes made since the previous year that are
likely to impact upon the EF of the households and other footprints.

An updated EFA calculation in year 5.

A revised/ updated management plan in year 5 and every fifth year thereafter.
As well as the following:‐
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Target Indicator

Table 10: Monitoring Detail
Target
Indicator
LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA

Method

The minimum food needs (at least 65%) of all
occupants are met from produce grown and reared
on the site or purchased using income derived from
other products grown and reared on the site

(a) Annual reporting of food production consumed
by household.
(b) Annual reporting of spend on other food.

The annual monitoring report will provide an
updated table 1, detailing the food we produce
from the land and the food we purchase.

The minimum income needs of all occupants are
met from income derived from land use activities
on the site.

(a) Annual household income and
costs reporting

The annual monitoring report will contain an
updated table 2 which defines our minimum
income needs. It will also contain basic account
(table 3) for our land‐based enterprises along
with an updated table 4 that summarises how
we are meeting our minimum income
requirement from land‐based activity.

Income derived from other land‐based enterprises,
such as training and education courses or
consultancy, remain subsidiary to the primary
activity of growing and rearing produce.

(a) Annual reporting on the total value of produce
grown and reared on the site compared with
income derived from other land‐based enterprises.

The number of occupants is directly related to the
ability of the site to support their minimum food
and income needs and the number of people
needed to run the site effectively.

(a) Annual reporting on number of occupants by
household and their roles on site.

The annual monitoring report will detail the
respective land‐based income streams
demonstrating that our ‘other’ land‐based
income streams remain subsidiary to the
primary activity of growing and rearing
produce.
The annual monitoring report will detail the
number of adults and dependents living at Ty
Coed and our respective roles within the project

LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The land based enterprise provides food and other
products to local markets, reducing other local
footprints.

(a) Annual reporting of sale volumes and market
areas by each on‐site enterprise.
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The annual monitoring report will contain basic
land‐based business accounts (detailing sales
volumes and market areas) that demonstrate
that we are providing woodland products to

Facilities for processing produce are made available
to other local producers.

a) Annual reporting on use of processing facilities
by others.

Training / courses / consultancy, as components of
the land based enterprise, share best practice in
sustainable land based activities with the wider
community.

(a) Annual reporting on training and consultancy
activities.

local markets.
Our annual monitoring report will include
details of workshop use by family, friends and
neighbours.
Our annual monitoring report will include
details of any land‐based enterprises that
involve training/ courses/ consultancy.

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All existing semi‐natural habitats are in favourable
condition.

(a) Spread of characteristic species of that habitat
against an established baseline.
(b) Decline in non‐characteristic / commercial
agricultural species within each habitat (seek
advice of Wildlife Trust).

The annual monitoring report will include a
description of the health of the hedgerows
across the holding which highlights the
increase or decline of species as identified in
the Ecology Survey (for example, the Wall
butterfly).

All identified cultural heritage features are
maintained in good condition.

(a) No cultivation or soil erosion over buried
archaeological sites and historic earthworks.
(b) Scrub and trees removed over buried
archaeological sites and historic earthworks.
(c) Above ground historic/ cultural features
stabilised and scrub / trees removed.
(a) Increase in the number / area / length of x
landscape feature.
(b) Increase in the number / area / length of y
landscape feature.

The annual monitoring report will identify any
newly discovered cultural heritage features and
will describe a management regime that will
maintain any such features in good condition.

There is an increase in the number / area / length
of traditional characteristic landscape features and
all are under appropriate traditional management.

The annual monitoring report will discuss the
management of the woodland and will quantify
the areas of new woodland planted.

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
(Named) semi‐natural habitat(s) is/are extended /
created.

(a) Area of new habitat.
(b) Spread of characteristic species of that habitat.

There is an increase in the population of farmland
birds on the site.

(a) Number of breeding farmland birds on the site
against an established baseline.
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The annual monitoring report will report on the
creation and establishment of the Orchard and
Short Rotation Coppice areas.
No baseline for the number of breeding
farmland birds has been set. Should the
opportunity arise for such a survey to be

commissioned this will be recorded in the
annual monitoring report.
There is an increase in the population of honey
bees.

(a) Number of active bee hives on site.

The annual monitoring report will discuss the
number of bees and amount of honey
produced.

ENERGY AND WATER: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All of the energy needs shall be met from sources
of renewable energy on site.

a) Annual reporting on use of renewable energy
generated on‐site (as percentage of energy needs).
b) Annual reporting on use of all non‐renewable
fuels (included grid connected electricity), recorded
in terms of use (what for) and amount (quantity).
c) Annual reporting on quantity of electricity
exported to the grid and imported from the grid.

All water needs are met from water available on‐
site (unless there is a more sustainable alternative).

a) Annual reporting on use of water sources
(amount used from each source), including
abstraction from water bodies (surface and ground
water).
b) Annual reporting on ground and surface water
levels (reported every month).

The annual monitoring report will contain a
description of our energy usage and production
patterns which details sources, methods and
quantities. It will include figures for the amount
of renewable electricity we generate from solar
as well as figures on the amount of electricity
we consume both domestically and in our land‐
based businesses, and data on the amount of
biomass we consume as well as data on our
use of non‐renewable fuels.
The annual monitoring report will contain a
description of our water usage, abstraction and
harvesting patterns which details sources,
methods and quantities.

WASTE: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All biodegradable waste produced on site will be
assimilated on site in environmentally sustainable
ways.
Only exception to above is occasional off‐site
disposal of small amounts of non‐biodegradable
waste items which cannot be assimilated on site
that arise from things used on site wearing out or
breaking irreparably.
All waste handling and assimilation on site must
comply with Environment Agency guidelines.

a) Annual reporting on quantity of all waste
production by types of waste and sources ‐
domestic and other (specified).
b) Annual reporting on quantity of onsite waste
assimilation and off‐site waste disposal.

The annual monitoring report will contain a
description of our on‐site biodegradable waste
assimilation processes.
The annual monitoring report will also contain
a breakdown of the types and quantities of
waste we produce.

a) Annual statement of compliance with
Environment Agency guidelines.

The annual monitoring report will include an
annual statement of compliance with
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Environment Agency (Natural Resources Wales)
guidelines.
WASTE: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The re‐use of organic waste on site should increase
overall site fertility and productivity, so long as this
is not at the expense of important semi‐natural
habitats dependent on low soil fertility

a) Addressed in annual reporting of onsite
waste assimilation (see above).

The annual monitoring report will contain a
description of our on‐site biodegradable waste
assimilation processes.

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
That domestic and ancillary buildings are zero
carbon in construction and use.

All structures requiring building regulations
approval obtain this approval.

All structures identified for removal in the Exit
Strategy are capable of removal with low
environmental impact.

a) Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all
buildings requiring Building Regulations in
construction, as described in this guidance.
b) Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all
buildings requiring Building Regulations in use, as
described in this guidance.
a) All structures requiring building regulations
approval are identified in the proposals
b) This approval is obtained either before or during
construction.
a) Specification of how each structure identified for
removal in the Exit Strategy is capable of removal
with low environmental impact.

Evidence of our dwellinghouse achieving ‘zero
carbon in construction and use’ has been
supplied in this management plan.

The dwellinghouse requires Building
Regulations approval and is the subject of a
Building Regulations application. The annual
monitoring report will provide updates.
A specification has been included in the exit
strategy section of this management plan.

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The construction of structures should make as
much use of recycled materials as possible so long
as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the
essential criteria.
Existing buildings are re‐used where this would
have an overall lower environmental impact than
new buildings, or where they are of particular value
in landscape or heritage terms, but provided that
they are not unsightly or have a negative impact
due to their siting.

a) Detailed summary of use of recycled materials in
construction of structures.

A summary of the recycled elements of the
dwellinghouse is included in this management
plan

a) Explanatory statement on the re‐use of any
existing buildings.

An explanatory statement on the re‐use of any
existing buildings has been provided in this
management plan

COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
Community impacts are thoroughly assessed and

a) Annual monitoring of community impacts.
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Our annual monitoring report will include a

there are measures in place to mitigate any
negative impacts.

b) Implementation of mitigation measures to
address any negative impacts.

summary of both positive and negative
community impacts, along with any mitigating
measures for negative impacts.

COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
All positive community impacts are fostered and
recorded.

a) All positive community impacts are fostered and
recorded.

As outlined above, our annual monitoring
report will record positive community impacts.

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
There is a significant reduction in transport impacts
from all activities on site in comparison with
'typical' levels for the number of occupants and
activities on site.

a) Annual monitoring of all trips to and from the
site by purpose, distance, mode, and any transport
sharing.
b) Annual assessment of the transport impact of
the site against the Transport Assessment Strategy
and Travel Plan.

The annual monitoring report will include a
breakdown of all vehicle trips to and from the
site by purpose, distance, mode, and any
transport sharing. It will review our travel
impact against the commitments we have
made in this management plan.

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
There is maximisation of use of low and zero
carbon modes of travel.

a) Annual monitoring of use of low and zero carbon
modes of transport (part of annual monitoring of
all trips).

The annual monitoring report will include
information about low/ zero carbon modes of
travel

There is a reduction in on‐site vehicles through the
use of vehicle pools.

a) Annual monitoring of vehicle numbers and use
of vehicle pools.

There is maximum use of local suppliers and
customers over those from a greater distance.

a) Annual monitoring of local suppliers and
customers.

There is pro‐active management of visitor travel.

a) Annual monitoring of visitor travel.

The annual monitoring report will include
details of vehicle numbers and use of vehicle
pools.
The annual monitoring report will include a
description of outlets for our woodland
products, as well as details on any other
regular suppliers
The annual monitoring report will monitor all
visitor travel to our site.
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Exit Strategy
Should the project fail to achieve one or more of the essential characteristics of OPD (as set out in
section 1.9 of the practice guidance – copied below), then the dwellinghouse will be dismantled and
removed. This will not be a difficult task since it has been built predominantly from natural materials
(which would be left on site to compost). Non‐biodegradable materials will all be offered either for
re‐sale or free on Freecycle.
Worse‐case‐scenario dismantling process (specification):
Exit Process Specification
 The internal fittings and furnishings would be redistributed.
 The solar panel array and solar water heating panels would be dismantled and sold on ebay.
 The shingles from the roof would be set aside and sold on ebay.
 The straw (taking care to remove the baler twine), sheeps wool, clay plaster, warmcell
insulation and lime render would be composted.
 All timberwork would be composted or cut up for firewood.
 The glazing units and doors would be recycled.
 The breather membrane would be sent to landfill.
 The onduline sheeting, ply boarding and polycarbonate sheets would be offered (free to
collector) on freecycle.
 The plumbing and electrical systems would be recycled.
 The masonry pads would be broken up, then set aside to be used as fill later on.
 The polystyrene insulation would be collected into large dumpy bags and offered to other eco‐
construction projects on a collect‐only basis.
 The site would be landscaped such that a shallow depression in the field and a pile of lime‐rich
compost would be all that remained.

Essential characteristics of One Planet Development in the open
Countryside
1.9 TAN 6, reflecting Planning Policy Wales, lays out a set of essential
Characteristics that all One Planet Developments in the open countryside must
have. These are that One Planet Developments must:
Have a light touch on the environment – positively enhancing the environment
where ever possible through activities on the site.
Be land based – the development must provide for the minimum needs of
residents in terms of food, income, energy and waste assimilation in no more
than five years.
Have a low ecological footprint – the development must have an initial
ecological footprint of 2.4 global hectares per person or less with a clear
potential to move to 1.88 global hectares per person over time – these are the
Ecological Footprint Analysis benchmarks for all One Planet Development
(para 2.11).
Have very low carbon buildings – these are stringent requirements, requiring
that buildings are low in carbon in both construction and use.
Be defined and controlled by a binding management plan which is reviewed
and updated every five years.
Be bound by a clear statement that the development will be the sole residence
for the proposed occupants.
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13. Section 106 Undertaking
In addition to this management plan we intend to offer a s106 unilateral undertaking to the Council
that would secure the following obligations:


Tie to the land
The occupation of the dwelling shall be limited to residents solely or mainly working or last working
on land currently forming part of the Ty Coed small holding in horticulture/ permaculture/ forestry/
woodcraft and associated activities and to any resident dependents.


Sole Residence
The dwelling will be the sole residence of the residents.

14. Declaration of competency
This management plan has been compiled with the assistance of Tao Paul Wimbush, and draws upon
expertise from a wide range of professionals.
Tao Paul Wimbush has played a key role in lobbying for and influencing the formation of both local
and national low‐impact planning policies46 and works as a planning consultant specialising in One
Planet Development. He has provided planning support for every planning appeal, and most planning
applications that have fallen within these policies to date47.

46

Pembs JUDP SPG for Policy 52, TAN6 – One planet development, One planet development practice guidance.
Including Tony Wrench’s Roundhouse at Brithdir Mawr (PCNPA), Coedwig Blaen (PCC), John Hargraves (PCNPA), Tom O
Kane (PCNPA), Lammas (PCC), Tom O Kane (PCNPA), Cornerwood (CCC), Dan and Sarah Moody (CCC), Rob and Ruth Smith
(PCC), Bryn yr Blodau (PCC), Gardd y Gafel (PCC), Land formerly known as Hebron Farm (CCC),
47
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